
Dr Chronics Special Selector
Choice strains for the canissoiur. the best buds . grown out from North 
America. and beyond.  
  
Strain     Cherry pot     100% feminized
Breeder: D.C/ capt.B 
origin : california/ holland
flowering : 56-63 days
12 seeds:     £49.00   $78.00  out of stock.soon come , sorry.
after 4 long years of devolpment , we have finally released our" Cherry pot" a 
sweet tasting kind bud .
 _________________________________________________________ 
ONLY BY BREEDING VAST NUMBERS OF STRAINS AND HYBRIDS DO 
WE FIND THE HIGHEST POTENTIAL THAT CANNABIS HAS TO OFFER
HELLOW AND WELCOME TO PRAIRIE BOYS WORLD I STRIVE TO OFFER 
THE BEST NEW WORLD STABILITY TO OLD WORLD GENETICS THAT I 
CAN FIND DOING THIS I HAVE PRODUCED MANY STABLE STRAINS AND 
A TON OF HYBRIDS THAT I LOVE TO SHARE WITH OTHERS .                 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Wakeford .
indoor/ outdoor.
10 seeds: £35.00  $56.00  in stock. 
 Wakeford is a recent hybrid bred for its name sake the plants were recently 
grown out in the valley and have a killer couchlock high this strain was 
produced to make a very strong medicine for very sick man with mean 
tollerence at that we suceeded we used 0g13b sk#1 x g13 x ubc chemo for 
this one she yeilds great in sea of green with huge ressin covered buds that 
are hard and heavy as rocks it takes a good 9 wks but is well worth the wait if 
you want couch lock with comercial potential this is the plant smooth hash 
flavour it did great out side this year finishing oct5  
_________________________________________________________  
Strain: Northern dream (indoor K.G>thunderfuck hybrid) 
indoor :
10 seeds:     £35.00     $56.00  in stock.   
 we used a NL#5 male to pollinate our best KG thunderfuck mother this is the 
first generation back cross to a exceptional NL#5 cutting that has been around 
E. vancouver for some time now huge rock solid main cola dominant plants 
with a skunky lemon scent very commercial 7-8wk flwr  .   

Blue Grass seeds.
Blue Hen  Grown from two Cannabis Cup winners, Blueberry and Super Silver 
Haze. Blue Grasseeds has embarked on an ambitious project to breed the first 
true medicinal strain. Powered by SSH and Blueberry with the famous 
Blueberry flavour. 
Type: 50/50 Indica/Sativa; 
Height: 4 feet indoors; 
Flower: 6-8 weeks; 
Yield: 120-160 grams 
15 seeds £ 40.00 $ 65.00      in stock           
_________________________________________________________  
Blue Goo.Blue goo:Blue bubble juice x double g . Maybe one of the best 
scrog strains on the market today! Wonderful blue berry flavour crossed with 
the awesome power of g13. High is very powerful and sometimes trippy that 
leads to a solid peaceful couch lock. 
Type: 50/50 Indica/Sativa; 
Height: 4 feet;
 Flower: 7-8 weeks; 
Yield: 100-120 grams 
15 seeds  £38.00  $ 60.00  in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
  Blue Kiev   An old favorite brought back by popular demand. Our homebred 
Blue Russian was crossed with a very potent AK 47 male This is one of our 
top yielding strains and will deliver a knock-out blueberry flavored narcotic 
stone. Excellent relief for pain,arthritis, depression or anxiety. 
Type:50/50Indica/Sativa; 
Height: 4 feet indoors; 
Flower: 6-8 weeks; 
Yield: 120-160 grams
15 seeds  £32.00   $50.00   in stock.              
_________________________________________________________ 
 Blue Russian: (Blue Hen x Juicy Russian)
Possibly our most beautiful plant, we expected this one to be good but WHAT 
a surprise! She looks like blue rubber, peels out leaving the starting gate going 
straight to the front, grows into a big fat berry-smelling giant showing of resin-
coating few can match. Leaves no doubt about who the father is, his blue 

highness stamped all over this one. Juicy Russian #4 was the fairest of all of 
those Russians, a splendid individual, sheer delight to smoke. 
Type:indica /sativa
height:4 foot indoors
flower:50-55 days
yield:80-125 g 

Chimera
Doc chronic is happy to announce that we now carry  Chimera seeds.
Chimera produces some of the finest strains available today, cast your eyes 
on this fine selection.
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain : frostbite 
flowering :50-60 days
12 seeds   £38.00    $60.00  in stock.
  This frosty hybrid packs on the weight!!! She’s a large yielding girl with 
incredible resin production and a strong aroma. 2 lbs + per 1 KW light easy 
using the Sea of Green technique… much more for experienced gardeners. 
These plants tend to stay columnar from seed, but the clones will branch given 
adequate space. Yield: They go huge!            
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain:  Schnazzleberry
flowering :45-55 days 
16 seeds £ 36.00  $55.00  in stock  
Spice of Life’s fantastic shiskaberry fathers beef up the yield of the odourific 
Dom. These plants branch well and fill in with potent gland laden flowers. 
Serious odour control is required for most individuals, especially late in 
flowering! Yields are above average   
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: C4 (no pic yet)
flowering :45-55 days.
12 seeds : £38.00  $60.00  in stock 
Explosive! Same mothers as the Frost Bite, but fathered by shiskas! Both lines 
are huge yielders; the shisk brings down the flowering time and the tasty 
moms improve upon the flavour and aroma. The trim from these busty ladies 
makes excellent bubblehash- truly worthwhile. Big big fun! Yield: way up there!
_________________________________________________________  
strain : Malibu 
Flowering 55-65 days.
12 seeds £36.00   $55.00   in stock
 A great scrog selection; the high is clear but intense, and a very nice citrus 
aroma to boot! These bushy plants that are great for training, but do very well 
left on their own. The flowers have a great medicinal value, and did we 
mention that taste? 
Yield: Good!
 _________________________________________________________ 
strain :aurora
flowering:50-55 days:
12 seeds  £ 32.00   $45.00 in stock .
An outstanding cross of the Dom and a super sweet Northern Lights selection. 
These chunky ladies make great bushes, but also perform very nicely in a 
sog/scrog situation.
Yield: large
  _________________________________________________________ 
Dutch Passion
                  
Dutch passion where one of the first seed company's to feminize seeds, they 
have been producing seeds for over 10 years.
The basis of there success has been the genetic control they have over there 
variteis and the constant influx of new genetics they obtain world wide. 

_________________________________________________________ 
strain: skywalker: NEW NEW NEW .............
flowering: 56-63 days
10 seeds regular: £50.00     $80.00      in stock
10 feminized seeds  £75.00     $120   in stock.
Skywalker is a hybrid of a Mazar female and a Blueberry male. The intention 
was to create one of the best indica's excisting. The Blueberry taste and 
aroma are combined in this hybrid with the vigor and yield of Mazar. Blueberry 
characteristics as "curling leaves", slow initial growth and bluish hues 
disappeared in the hybrid, while taste, aroma (fruity and fresh)andthe quality of 
the "High" were kept. Grown from clones in "sea of Green",yields will be about 
400 gr./m2 under optimum conditions                 
_________________________________________________________  
strain: Isis.......NEW NEW NEW........
flowering: 9 weeks.
indoor:
10 seeds feminized:£85.00   $135.00   in stock.



New from dutch passion.mostly sativa with a clear haze influence, first class 
high branches bow down towards the end of the life cycleof the plant due to 
the weight of the buds.
_________________________________________________________  
  strain: ultra skunk.
flowering:42-63 days.
indoor:
10 seeds  regular: £30.00    $48.00  in stock.
10 seeds: feminized: NEW NEW NEW  £55.00  $88.00 in stock.   
In our Swiss experiment we flowered several Dutch and Swiss Skunk clones 
and also several skunk seed varieties. Our goal was to select the best possible 
Skunk. By hybridizing the best two Skunk plants we created 'Ultra Skunk', a 
very homogenous variety. Thick buds with wooley pistils. Sweet, soft and fruity 
taste with a distinctly long lasting 'Up' high... 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: blueberry. 
flowering: 8-10 weeks
indoor/ green house:
 10 seeds regular:        £40.00    $65.00      in stock.
               feminised:  £69..00    $110.00        in stock.
Blueberry is a mostly Indica (80% Indica, 20% Sativa) strain, that dates to the 
late 1970's.
A large producer under optimum conditions. A dense and stout plant with red, 
purple and finally blue hues, that usually cure to a lavender blue. The finished 
product has a very fruity aroma and taste of blueberry. It produces a notable 
and pleasantly euphoric high of the highest quality and is very long lasting. 
Medium to large calyxes.
"Blueberry" has a long shelf life, stores well over a long period. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: mazer.
flowering: 8-9 weeks
indoor/ greenhouse
10 seeds regular:      £30.00    $48.00    in stock.
              feminised: £60.00  $96.00     in stock .   
 This is an upgraded selection of the valued former Afghan/Skunk.The taste is 
softer than before with an impressive yield. The Afghani (Mazar-i-Shariff) part 
is a very short Christmas tree-like plant, 100% Indica and very resinous. The 
F1-cross with Skunk #1 gives the variety a bigger yield and better taste.Very 
good "up" high. As both parents are very consistent, the offspring is very 
consistent too.                 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: flo.
flowering: 9-11 weeks
indoor/greenhouse.
10 seeds: regular:        £40.00   $64.00  in stock.
                   feminised :  £80.00    $128.00   in  stock
original flo is a sativa/indica cross the large tight spear shaped buds are made 
up of small densely packed purple calyxes. the plants are taller and like to 
branch out. a super producer, the flavor like nepalese temple hash. a most 
pleasent and enjoyable smoke.
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: skunk#11 
flowering: 9-11weeks
10 feminised: £27.50  $44.00  in stock.  
a very nice skunk selection. good results in yield and "high" our cheapest but 
netherless quality strain.                  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: white widow
flowering: 8 weeks
10 seed:      regular:      £30.00    $48.00 in stock.
                   feminised: £65.00    $100.00   in  stock.
rded variety of recent years in Holland, the plants are white of T.H.C.-glands 
even on big parts of fan leaves. a very soft smoke and great high.
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Durban poison.
flowering: 8-9 weeks
10 seeds:     regular:   £26.00  $42.00    out of  stock.   
  feminized   £  52.00  $80.00    in stock.
rom south Africa produced in Holland. exclusively inbred never hybridized, 
100% sativa.large long bud leaves, buds are also large and long with lots of 
resin. a sweet licorice or anise flavour.does very well under artificial light. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:  oasis     
flowering:  8-9 weeks
10 seeds:          regular:       £22.75   $36.00     in stock. 
                        feminised:   £62.00   $99. in stock.
One of our most popular varieties, Oasis is our Northern Lights#2 selection. A 
very strong plant, almost spidermite resistant. Good yield, excellent taste 
and excellent high.   
_________________________________________________________ 

strain:  masterkush.
flowering : 8-9 weeks.
10 seeds:      regular:  £26.00  $39.00          in stock.
                   feminised:  £50.00  $80.00       in stock.
A F1 cross between two different Hindu-kush strains. yeild is high.Excellent 
high and strong taste. one of Dr Chronics favorites                 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: hempstar.
flowering: 7-9 weeks.
10 seeds regular. £25.00    $40.00               in stock.
10 seeds feminized: £50.00    $80.00           in stock. 
This variety was strongly improved in 1998, a breakthrough in the 
development of this variety. A sturdy plant with the power and yield of the 
famous Northern Lights #5. Hybridized with the best of our potent 100% Haze 
genetics. This variety has a solid, strong long lasting "high", combined with a 
well balanced, soft smoking experience. Good for bumper harvests. A perfect 
variety to select clones from. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: skunk passion.
flowering: 8-9 weeks
10 regualr seeds: £28.00  $45.00                         in stock.
10 feminized seeds: £50.00        $80.00        in stock.
assion is back. The Cannabis promise for the next century, developed from the 
007 Skunk-line. A surprising improvement. In smoke tests by a top class test 
team, again and again praised for its special qualities.
The plant is mainly Sativa and will amaze you by its yield. The buds are not 
especially hard, but then again rich and equipped with many beautiful long 
hairs. Buds of 25 cm are no exception. It takes 8 to 9 weeks to bloom, but your 
patience will be richly rewarded. Guarantees a beautiful quality harvest.
The high is a slow rising one, may take several hours and diminishes slowly 
after that. Absolute top class, that we recommend with pride. 
_________________________________________________________ 
  strain: power plant.
flowering: 8 weeks.
10 regular seeds:       £ 22.00    $34.00                in stock.  
.10 feminized seeds: £55.00     $ 88.00             in stock   
This strain has been inbred only, never hybridized. Very rich in THC. It is a 
strain with an enormous grow potential.Indoor as well as in a greenhouse the 
plants have an enormous yield. Indoors flowering starts already one week after 
turning back the light cycle to 12 hours. Outdoor, flowering starts late, but the 
plants ripen very fast. This variety is very uniform.Strong "up high", very soft 
smoke. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Green Spirit (feminized)
Breeder: Dutch Passion
Origin: Holland
 Indoor
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds:feminized  £ 60.00  - $96.00     in stock
Big Bud and Skunk #1, Green Spirit gives huge yields indoors. Select the 
longer flowering plants for best results.   
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain:  Passion #1 ® Outdoor 
breeder:dutch pasion
outdoor.
flowering 42 days   1st  week october
10 seeds regular £ 20.00  $32.00 in stock.
10 seeds feminized  £40.00 $ 64.00   in stock.
Passion #1 (Amstel Gold) is an Indica variety developed in California in the 
seventies, and has been grown outdoors in Holland since 1980. Smokes soft 
with a citrus-like aroma and has a good high. Easy to grow, grows with long 
compact resinous buds. One of the best green outdoor variaties worldwide. 
THC = 18.6%, CBD < 0.1%<BR>
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Voodoo 
Breeder: Dutch Passion Feminized
Origin: Thailand / Holland 
Outdoor / Greenhouse
Flowering: 49 days
10 seeds:  feminized :   £ 50 .00- $80.00  in stock.
                 regular :       £ 25.00 - $40.00  in stock.  
Voodoo was developed as a green strain, from Thai parents in 1997. The Thai 
parents have been grown in Holland for years already. A very strong plant with 
long thick buds. Has a Thai aroma and a clear, fresh smell.
Sativa high, very productive. One lab's report on t his variety was THC=8.2%, 
CBD < 0.1%, S/T=11.0%           
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Khola (feminized)
Breeder: Dutch Passion Feminized
Origin: Thailand / Brazil / Holland



Indoor / Outdoor
Flowering: 49-70 days
10 seeds: feminized:  £ 50.00 / $ 80.00  in  stock 
10 seeds : regular :   £25.00  / $40.00         in stock.
  A stabilized Dutch hybrid specially developed for outdoor growing by crossing 
selected Thai & Brazilian strains, but also with superb indoor results. Dark 
leafed, early flowering mold resistant with compact resinous buds.
Not recommended for the novice but a must for connoisseurs.         
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Shaman (feminized)
Breeder: Dutch Passion Feminized
Origin: Holland
Outdoor
Flowering: 56-63 days
10 seeds: feminized:  £ 30.00  / $  50.00   in stock.
10 seeds: regular:     £15.00  / $20  in stock.
Shaman :  Outdoor
This is our former variety Purple/Skunk. This variety is a hybrid (F1) of Purple 
#1 and an early Skunk. About 50% of the plants turn purple during flowering.
87.5% Sativa and 12.5% Indica. One lab's report on this variety was 
THC=13.7%, CBD=0.4% 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Trance (feminized)
Breeder: Dutch Passion Feminized
Origin: Holland
Outdoor
Flowering: 49 days
10 seeds:  feminized £ 40.00 / $ 60   in stock.
10 seeds:  regular: £20.00 / $30   in stock.
Trance   Outdoor: An upgrade of our former variety Skunk/Indica.
With 100% Skunk seeds, itªs not possible to grow fully mature outdoor plants, 
because the seeds were selected for growing under artificial lights and 
greenhouse. Skunk was crossed with an early Indica, to let it mature sooner 
and to make the plant stronger for outdoor conditions.
This is the F1 generation. It has come out as a very nice strain. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Twilight (feminized)
Breeder: Dutch Passion Feminized
Origin: Holland
 Outdoor
Flowering: 49-56 days
10 seeds:  feminized  £ 35.00 / $ 60.00   in stock.
10 seeds: regular     20.00 / $ 40.00       in stock.
 A beautiful purple variety with high yields and Afghan taste. Heavy buds and 
high. 100% Indica. 
_________________________________________________________  
Strain: Purple #1 (feminized)
Breeder: Dutch Passion Feminized
Origin: Holland
Outdoor
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: feminized:  £ 40.00 / $ 60 in stock.
10 seeds:    regular:   £20.00  / $30.00  in stock.
 Purple #1  : Outdoor
A strong plant (50% Indica, 50% Sativa), easy to grow. Purple Afghan seeds 
have been crossed in Holland with Indica and Sativa varieties since 1983. The 
plants are fully adapted to the Dutch climate and have a respectable yield. 
This variety has calyxes that turn purple, starting at the beginning of flowering.

Up to 90% of the plants turn purple. Has a rough, but subtle aroma and a very 
good high.   
_________________________________________________________ 
   strain: skunk#1
flowering: 45-75 days
10 regular seeds: £15.00 in stock  $25.00 in stock
           skunk#1  (75% Sativa, 25% Indica) was originally a cross between 25% 
Afghani, 25% Mexican Acapulco Gold and 50% Columbian Gold. This variety 
is a stabilized homogeneous strain.
Blooms with long, thick buds, varying in color from light green to golden. Very 
high flower to leaf ratio. Mold susceptible the last 6 weeks of flowering. Soft 
and sweet aroma and a very strong "up" high. Excellent variety for indoor 
growing or greenhouse with darkening system.
Very high yields. Easy to manicure.                       
_________________________________________________________ 
    
Blue Moonshine ® Indoor 
A super potent Blueberry Indica, coated with a strong concentration of tall 
standing trichomes. This produces a long lasting very narcotic experience 
-body high blueberry. Short (80 cm) stout kush plants that produce dense, 
tight, rock hard nuggets of trichome-coated bud. A true "hash-plant". 

Flowering period: 9 weeks 
Harvest time outdoor: mid Nov.  
10 seeds £40.00   $64.00 in stock.            
_________________________________________________________ 
 2nd price "High Times Cup" 2000 
1st price "Highlife Cup" 2002 
strain: Euforia
Developed by our breeders in 1996. A very fine Skunk selection, very 
commercial, very heavy bloom, bumper harvest, the famous Skunk high, taste 
is not so sweet as our other Skunk selections. One of our favorites, also for 
greenhouse. 
Flowering period: 7 weeks 
Harvest time outdoor: end of Oct, beginning of Nov.  
10 seeds £25.00  $40.00       in stock.      
_________________________________________________________ 
   strain: cali-orange.
flowering:56-days.
10 seeds regular.£25.00   $40.00   in stock.
zed hybrid, inbred since 1980. Can be extremely resinous, even the leaves. 
50% Sativa, 50% Indica. Some plants have a pronounced citrus aroma and 
flavor. Very strong, fairly clear high. Yields are slightly above average. THC 
7.8%, CBD 0.1%           
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: hollands hope.
flowering:56-63 days
10 seeds regular: £20.00     $32.00   in stock., 
     one of the   first Dutch Outdoor strains, grown in Holland since the early 
eighties. A heavy Indica variety with a knock-out stone. Very mold resistant. 
Recommended.                
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: purple passion.
flowering: 9  weeks.
 10 seeds regular:  £40.00   $60   in stock.
A beautiful Indica/Sativa hybrid. With its blue/purple shades, a very decorative 
plant. At harvest time the buds turn lavender-blue to aubergine. The buds are 
silver with THC-glands. The buds are hard and the plant is very productive. It 
has a fresh, sweet and herbal aroma and taste. The energetic "High" last for a 
very long time. Don't miss this variety.                   
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:  orange bud.
flowering: 8  weeks.
10 regular seeds: £20.00   $30     out of  stock.
   A 100% Skunk selection, grows with thick hard buds and orange pistils. A 
very appreciated variety. 
_________________________________________________________ 
  strain: super haze.
flowering: 10-12 weeks.
10 seeds regular:£ 28.00   $45.00                    in stock,  
Formerly this strain was called "Haze/Skunk". Still one of the best for the 
Dutch Passion team. Originally Haze is a pure Sativa strain. It is crossed with 
Skunk#1 to get a bigger yield, a softer taste and a shorter flowering period. 
Truly superior sweet taste. The high is incredibly clear and up energy. A very 
favorite strain from our collection. Very high yield for an almost 100% Sativa 
variety.              
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: Buddah.
flowering: 8 weeks.
10 seeds regular: £30.00   $48.00         in stock.
Another favorite from our collection, developed by Dutch Passion breeders in 
1996. A female Oasis/Shiva/Haze crossed with a male Oasis/Shiva/Skunk. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: ultra skunk.
flowering:42-63 days.
10 seeds  regular: £30.00   $48.00                in stock.
10 seeds: feminized:  £55.00     $88.00    in stock.
Swiss experiment we flowered several Dutch and Swiss Skunk clones and 
also several skunk seed varieties. Our goal was to select the best possible 
Skunk. By hybridizing the best two Skunk plants we created 'Ultra Skunk', a 
very homogenous variety. Thick buds with wooley pistils. Sweet, soft and fruity 
taste with a distinctly long lasting 'Up' high...                 
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: Delta 9. NEW NEW NEW ................
flowering: 56-70 days.
10 seeds regular: £55.00 $88.00    in stock.
 Delta 9 is one of the best Sativa's possible. We hybridized an 'Isis' female with 
a 'Flo' male. The result has a Haze like aroma but the taste of the 'Isis' 
combining to produce a subtle but full high. Good yield of exceptional quality 
can remind you of the Kashmiri hash of the 70's. A rich plant with big buds. 
_________________________________________________________  
strain: dream weaver.NEW NEW NEW ................



flowering: 56- 70 days
10 SEEDS REGULAR: £45.00   $72.00  in stock.
From the Cannabis Buyers Cooperative in California comes the Dream 
Weaver. We hybridized this Medicinal Indica with a particularly good Indica 
from Humboldt County (California). The High is seriously 'Powerful' in the 
words of our test team. Yields above average, excellent taste            
_________________________________________________________ 
Serious Seeds
 Serious seeds is a small firm concentrating on the production of high quality , 
stable and consistent cannabis seeds, serious strains are are bred and 
stabilized for many generations with quality as the highest priority.These stable 
strains are selected for there unique properties, and then crossed to produce 
seeds for vigorous F1 hybrids.  When you grow serious seeds you can be 
assured that the results will be consistent because every  batch of seeds has 
been tested for germination rate and uniformity. you will notice that we carry 
only five sorts of seeds and maybe you wonder why ? after all there over 100 
listed in some seed banks. instead of padding there seed bank with varieties 
that are avalible else where serious sells only a few, custom developed and 
allways prize winning,varieties.
serious seeds are packed in packs of 15 seeds and every pack has a batch 
number. 

strain: ak 47.
flowering: 47 days.
yield: 350-500 grams
15 seeds: £50.00  $75.00 out of  stock. ,  sorry.
This easy to grow plant is our most popular. It is of medium height and 
produces good yields quite quickly. Extremely STRONG odor and smoke. 
Take extra care for odor control when growing near neighbors. The name was 
given not out of any idea of violence, but more in association with the ‘one hit 
wonder’ that the smoke is. Quality without compromise makes AK suitable for 
commercial grows or home use. These plants have a short flowering period for 
a sativa, producing compact, not too leafy buds that gleam with a coat of resin 
crystals.   Winning SEVEN prizes!! in Cannabis competitions, including second 
prize for the Best Sativa in the 1999 High Times Cannabis Cup, prove it is a 
favorite to smoke as well as to grow. 
Type: mostly sativa
Indoor clone grow time: 5 – 10 days
Indoor flowering time: 53 – 63 days
Indoor yield: 350- 500 grams/m2
Outside/ Greenhouse harvest time: 
15-31 october 
_________________________________________________________ 
   strain: bubble gum.
flowering:56-63 days.
yield:350-450 grams
15 seeds:£48.00   $76.00  out of stock.  
 Bubble Gum is a medium tall, usually not too branchy (sometimes stretchy) 
plant, producing compact, crystal covered buds. Originally the Bubble Gum 
was developed by growers in Indiana, USA. From there the genetics moved to 
New England and eventually Holland. lt took many generations to finally 
produce this stable Bubble Gum, with the characteristic, sweet smell (truly 
resembling a typical bubble gum taste) and euphoric high; the original 
trademarks of this famous strain. The only inbred strain (no F1 hybrid) in the 
Serious menu.   of 1994, a in 1995 and again a in 1999, giving Bubble Gum a 
total of from the judges.Type: sativa/indica hybridIndoor clone grow time: 7 – 
14 daysIndoor flowering time: 56- 63 days  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:    chronic  
 sativa/indica.
 flowering: 56-63 days
15 seeds: £48.00  $76   out of stock.  
   Our most commercial variety, this medium height, not too dense plant is the 
perfect combination of good yield and excellent quality. Smokers that know 
and grow choose this plant for its combination of appearance and sweet smell. 
With its indica background Chronic can produce up to 600 g/m2 without losing 
that connoisseur feeling. Grows a single huge central bud with few side 
branches. Do not top plants to encourage multiple big buds, as this strain does 
not respond well. Mild, sweet smell develops while flowering, take care to dry 
thoroughly after harvest (before packaging) to maintain this subtle fragrance. 
3rd prize High Times Cannabis Cup 1994, improved in 2000.   Of our strains, 
this is the best choice for growers tired of losing quality when increasing yield.
Type: sativa/indica hybrid
Indoor clone grow time: 5 – 10 days 
Indoor flowering time: 56-63 days
Indoor yield: 350 – 600 grams/m2
Outside/Greenhouse harvest time: 
15-31 october
_________________________________________________________  
strain: kali mist

sativa
 flowering: 70-90 days
15 seeds: £50.00    $78   in stock.
  Arguably the top sativa strain available today. With 90% sativa genetices, 
Kali Mist grows into tall, running, classically sativa plants with very few leaves. 
This strain produces dense clusters of full fluffy buds, producing much higher 
yields than you would expect. The plant structure and few leaves allow the 
light to pass all the way to lower branches, allowing bottom buds to develop 
fully. When planted outside early in the year this plant can grow very tall. 
Expect spiraling flowers with a high resin content and a delightfully spicy scent. 
Kali Mist is often the choice of experts for their own stash grows.   Also, 
particularly woman seem to like this strain, next to the sheer pleasure of 
smoking it, we received several reports that it works great against menstrual 
cramps. We are proud to announce that Kali Mist was improved in 2000 to 
produce bigger yields. In Spain it proved to be very mold resistent, even 
outside during bad weather. This strain has flavor and subtle cerebral effect 
that gave it a Cannabis Cup first prize in 1995 (Hydro Cup) and again (with this 
new and improved version) in 2000 (Seed Company Sativa Cup)! Without a 
doubt the choice for connoisseur stash. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: white Russian
indica
flowering:56-63 days 
15 seeds: £48.00       $76   out of   stock  sorry,
 These seeds produce plants that are fantastic in both appearance, and effect. 
Our most typically indica strain, White Russian is a stable cross of AK-47 and 
White Widow (a prize winning indica clone). Medium height, consistent plants 
and dense, very resinous flower tops (crystals appear after about 5 weeks of 
flowering). With such a strong indica background, the plants smell quite strong 
during both their growth and flowering period. In an independent seed 
comparison in which over 150 different seedstrains were grown out in a 
greenhouse, the White Russian came out as the strongest plant (22% THC, 
likely to be the strongest plant known at present!!).   Winner of the overall 
Cannabis Cup in 1996 and of the Cup for Best Bio Grass in 1997. The plants 
yield very powerful buds, coated with resin.
Very strong, long lasting High, more cerebral than a knockout. Medicinal plant.
Type: mostly indica
Indoor clone grow time: 5 – 10 days
Indoor flowering time: 56- 63 days
Indoor yield: 350-500 grams/m2 
Outside/ Greenhouse harvest time; 
15-31 october

THSeeds: The Beginning T.H.Seeds was established in 1993, making it 
one of the oldest seed companies in Holland. It began in the C.I.A. (Cannabis 
In Amsterdam),which was: a Cannabis information center, a world renowned 
seed shop,the first hemp store in Europe and, according to Robert C. 
Clarke(author: Marijuana Botany, HASHISH!), "The epicenter of the Cannabis 
universe." THSeeds quickly gained an excellent reputation among the 
experienced growers
who purchased THSeeds. Year after year, these growers return to buy more 
THSeeds. Most comment on how pleased they are with the consistency and 
quality of the THSeeds genetics. This positive feedback from the growers 
themselves is the solid foundation on which THSeeds has been built. 
THSeeds is a grower-oriented seed company, we seek as much feedback 
from growers as possible. 

THSeeds brings the best American genetics to Holland Since its beginning 
THSeeds has been on the cutting edge of the New School Cannabis Genetics. 
Born at a time when almost everything in Amsterdam was a mix of Northern 
Lights, Skunk and Shiva in various proportions, THSeeds has worked long and 
hard to bring new stable varieties onto the market. Two of our biggest 
successes are 
The Bubble Gum THSeeds was the seed company responsible for bringing the 
Original Bubble Gum from the States, and was the first to sell the Bubble Gum 
seeds (see New York Times, Feb. 1994). These Bubble Gum genetics helped 
numerous Coffeeshops win many High Times Cannabis Cups over the years. 
The S.A.G.E. (Sativa Afghani Genetic Equilibrium) Following the Bubble Gum, 
THSeeds brought the S.A.G.E. from the high mountains of central California to 
Holland. Named "S.A.G.E." because of its distinctive spicy smell and taste, this 
plant's Haze-y flavor and high will fool you into thinking it is a pure Haze 
variety. But when you grow it you will not experience the low yields of all other 
Haze varieties. The large yields you get come from the Afghani side, but 
without overpowering this plant's superior Haze flavor. For two years the THC 
percentage of the 50 varieties entered by all the coffeeshops and seed 
companies entered in the High Times Cannabis Cup was established. The 
S.A.G.E. scored 3rd(1998), and 2nd(1999) highest THC with over 20%.(see 
lists on page...). Both years this THC ranking was higher then any of the 



Coffeeshop or Seed Company Cannabis Cup winners! And the one year 
(1999) the S.A.G.E. water hash was entered in the Cannabis Cup it won again. 
T.H.Seeds past Victories: 
1995 Cannabis Cup: Kal-X hash laminate takes 3rd place in the hash category 
1996 Cannabis Cup: Bubblegum hash micro-chip takes 3rd place in the hash 
category 
1996 HasH Bash: Bubblegum laminated hash takes 2nd place in the hash 
category. 
1998 Cannabis Cup: S.A.G.E. takes 3rd highest THC level with 21% THC. 
This THC test included all 50 varieties entered including seed companies and 
coffeeshops giving The S.A.G.E. a higher THC level then any of the Cannabis 
Cup winners 
1999 Cannabis Cup: S.A.G.E. takes 3rd highest THC from all the varieties 
entered. 
1999 Cannabis Cup: S.A.G.E. water hash takes 2nd place in the Hash 
category. 
1999 Cannabis Cup: S.A.G.E. water hash takes 2nd highest THC level with 
over 46% 
2000 Cannabis Cup: S.A.G.E. water hash takes 1st place in the hash category 
2001 Cannabis Cup: S.A.G.E. takes 2nd place for best overall weed in the 
Press Cup, voted by the international press. 
2001 Cannabis Cup: S.A.G.E. rated highest Sativa by High Times writer Kyle 
Kushman. 
2002 Cannabis Cup : The HOG, takes first place in the seed company Indica 
Cup        
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain : HOG
breeder : Thseeds
origin : holland
indoor
flowering: 55-60days
10 seeds: £69.00 -$100     in stock.
Here it is, the 2002 High Times Cannabis Cup winner in the Indica category. 
A fast flowering fatt greasy Indica, from Southern California. If you are looking 
for a great producer, and a heavy stoney smoke, the Hog will be your favorite. 
Type: Indica
Height: 120-140 cm
Yield: 400-600 p.s.m.
Flowering Time: 55-60 days.             
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: S.A.G.E
Breeder: THSeeds
Origin: USA / Holland
Indoor
Flowering: 60 days
10 seeds: £ 50.00 -$ 75    in stock.  
The name says it all Sativa Afghani Genetic Equilibrium, a well balanced Haze 
crossed with a robust Indica That produces a power packed plant with over 20 
% T.H.C. Fast becoming a legend, sage took 2nd place in the blind test of the 
2001 High Times Cannabis Cup and the hash made out of this plant won 1st 
place in 2000, both categories based on overall strength and quality. High 
T.H.C. and low C.B.D make this plant a perfect head stash variety, spicy 
sandalwood flavor and long lasting uplifting high make this the plant for those 
who must have the best. Longer flowering time is rewarded with large buds 
that will seem to double in size in the last few weeks.
   
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: Chocolate Chunk
Breeder: THSeeds
Origin: Holland
 Indoor
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £ 40.00  - $ 60  in stock.
This is real candy. With a definitive kush bottom this pure Indica will melt in 
your mouth and stick to your hands. Thick, deep green leaves and fat dense 
buds will make every trip to the grow room feel like being, "a kid in a candy 
store." Chocolate Chunk is quite easy to grow due to it's quick flowering-time 
and "single cola" growth pattern. Works great with sea of green method 
Type : pure Indica
Height : 100-125 cm
Yield : 350-400 p.s.m.
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: KAL-X
Breeder: THSeeds
Origin: Holland
 Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 60 days
10 seeds: £ 30.00- $ 45      in stock.
Resin, resin, resin, that is the goal here. We crossed our best hash producers 
together, and guess what it made .... a resin encrusted plant, that makes great 

hash, with very dense buds, thick and slow burning. This plant does 
surprisingly well outdoors, even finishing in the rough outdoors of Holland (mid 
oct.) With it's short wide structure be sure to clip lowest branches off, to help 
the plant focus it's energy on the main buds. Kal-x hash took 3 place in the 
1995 Cannabis Cup . 
Type : Mostly Indica 
Height : 120-140 cm
Yield : 300-350 p.s.m. 
Flowering Time : 60 days
 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Stinky Pinky
Breeder: THSeeds
Origin: Holland 
Indoor
Flowering: 60 days
10 seeds: £ 40.00 / $ 60   in stock.
This is a beautiful, mostly Indica variety that has pink pistils highlighting some 
of the plants very distinctive budding pattern, rounded main cola with a "crown" 
of buds and not much more below, great sea of green plant. 
Type : Indica
Height : 120 - 140 cm
Yield : 350-400 p.s.m.
Flowering Time : 60 days
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Mr. Bubble
Breeder: THSeeds
Origin: Holland
 Indoor
Flowering: 65-70 days
10 seeds: £ 50.00 -$ 70   in stock.
KALI MIST x BUBBLEGUM
These two Cannabis Cup winning varieties brought together in 1995 by 
"accident" prove to be the perfect match . The spiciness and clear strength of 
the Kali Mist is grounded by the classic indica flavor and narcotic effect of the 
bubblegum. This plant works great in all growing meduims (hydro, bio) and its 
much easier to grow than any of it's original parents. We are sure that when 
you grow her you'll never let her go down the drain! 
Type : Sativa / Indica
Height : 140 -160 cm
Yield : 350-400 p.s.m.
Flowering Time : 65-70 days  
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Mendocino Madness
Breeder: THSeeds
Origin: USA / Holland 
Outdoor
Flowering: 49 days
10 seeds: £ 30.00 / $ 45   in stock,  
This one of our fastest hybrids. We crossed a Northern Cali plant called 
"Madness" that would finish the first week in September with our fastest male 
breeder plant, that was responsible for the original Kwiksilver. The results will 
amaze even experienced outdoor growers, great structure and yield along with 
bug resistance make this plant a top choice for anyone who braves the 
outdoor experience. 
Type : Indica / Sativa
Height : up to 2 meters
Yield : 300-500 p.s.m.
Flowering Time : 7 weeks
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Akorn aka Snowbud
Breeder: THSeeds
Origin: USA / Holland 
Indoor
Flowering: 55-60 days
10 seeds: £ 30.00 / $ 45  in stock.
This is another variety from the great northwest, originally brought over in 
1995. The name Akorn was given to the plant by the people who grew it 
because of it's hard finished structure with tight cola's the size of "baby arms" 
make this plant a great producer the people who smoke this type called it 
snowbud because of it's incredible resin production, whatever you want to call 
this plant growers and smokers will just call it their favourite. 
Type : Mostly Indica 
Height : 125 -150 cm 
Yield : 400 - 500 p.s.m. 
Flowering Time : 55-60           
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Heavy Duty Fruity
Breeder: THSeeds
Origin: Holland 



Indoor
Flowering: 60-65 days
10 seeds: £ 50.00 / $ 70  in stock.
One Word "Monstrous" will describe this plant. A huge producer with giant 
cola's will make any "bud waver" happy. Absolutely the best indoor producer 
we have seen yet. Ideal for planted method 20-30 p.s.m. But beware we don't 
call it heavy duty fruity for nothing, this plant smells Strong! So air cleaners or 
ozone generators are suggested. 
Type: Sativa/Indica
Height: 120-160 cm
Yield: 400-600 p.s.m.
Flowering Time: 60-65 days.                 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: The Original Bubblegum
Breeder: THSeeds
Origin: Holland 
Indoor
Flowering: 60 days
10 seeds: £ 65.00 / $ 95   in stock.
Bubblegum was our first contribution to the seed world in 1993. Over the last 
decade it has proven, through numerous awards and world wide fame, that 
this plant is here to stay. We successfully inbred and stabilised this plant for 
it's most desirable characteristics, it's fruity smell, thick lingering flavor and 
short soldier like stature. Bubblegum breeds true, and has been used by many 
seed companies to produce award winning hybrids, and will make a great 
cornerstone for your breeding program.This is a true superplant ! 
Type : Mostly Indica 
Height : 120-160 cm 
Yield: 350-500 p.s.m. 
Flowering Time: 55-60 days.
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain:  Honeymoon
Breeder: Th seeds
Origin: Netherlands
Environment: Outdoor 
Flowering: 60-70 
10 seeds: £28.00.00  out of  stock.  
 A Beautifull double purple cross grown at 800 m. 60 % Sativa, 40 % Indica. 
Very sweet flavour and suprizingly great hash maker. Finishing time mid Oct. 
Yield 300-400 grams per plant.  
Type: Sativa/Indica
Height: 130-160 cm
Yield: 300 - 400 p.s.m.
Flowering Time: mid Oct.   
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Puna Budder
Breeder: TH seeds
Origin: Netherlands 
indoor/ outdoor/ green house. 
Type : Indica / Sativa
Height : 120-150 cm 
Yield : 300-350 p.s.m.
Flowering Time :  55 - 60 days
10 seeds :£35.00 in stock.
Looking for something exotic? Superior Hawaiian genetics dominate the plants 
appearance, smell, and taste. Stable Afghan lines smooth out the flowering 
times to a respectable 55-60 days, making this an ideal plant         
_________________________________________________________ 
  Strain: Skunk xxx  
Breeder: Th seeds
Origin: Netherlands 
Flowering: 49-56 
10 seeds:  £ 15.00 in stock.
Stable 3-way hybrid. old favorite from our skunk collection ! 
Type: Sativa/Indica
Height: 120-140 cm
Yield: 300 p.s.m.
Flowering Time: 55 days. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : big fatty xxx
breeder Th seeds
origin Netherlands
indoor/ outdoor/ greenhouse
10 seeds. £35.00 in stock

Sensi Seed Bank
    veiw our new outdoor selection on the bottom of this page.              
Ben Dronkers is at the helm of one of Holland's best and most experienced 
seed houses. He has steered Sensi Seed Bank to the "higher" echelons of 

seed technology, producing unique world famous varieties. Their 
professionalism has led them to be many time first prize winners at the annual 
" High Times Cannabis Cup" - not only for their superior seeds but also for the 
best cannabis.
Please note that Sensi Seeds come in packs of 15, 20, 30 or 40, do not buy 
Sensi Seeds from anyone selling in different quantities as you may not be 
buying the genuine product.   
  
Strain: First Lady
Breeder: Sensi Seeds
Origin: Holland
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 45-50 days
15 seeds: £ 50.00  / $ 70 in stock
 True to its name, this is one of the fastest flowering varieties available. These 
dominant Indica ladies will flower rapidly and grab your attention in the way 
that only a lady can. Originated in the high valleys near Mazar-I-Sharif, Chitral, 
and Kandahar, in Afghanistan and Pakistan; this indica cross will remind our 
older growers of the good old days when the first ladies were introduced in the 
western world. This strain is characterized by broad plants with short, woody 
stems and internodes, and large dark green leaves. 
Flowering in greenhouse: mid-October
Yield in greenhouse: up to 500 gr.
 _________________________________________________________
cup winner 2002 first prize high times cannabis cup  
Strain: Mothers Finest
Breeder: Sensi Seeds
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 50-70 days
15 seeds: £ 55.00  / $ 80.00   in stock.   
 Every mother will tell you she doesn't have a favourite, but add this strain to 
your collection, and you'll have trouble deciding on your favourite mother. An 
Indica-Sativa cross, as funky as they come. Don't be fooled by the shorter 
flowering times and heavier yields of Mothers Finest, her Sativa breeding is 
evident from the first toke.
Flowering: 50 - 70 days
Height: 140 - 160 cm.
Yield: up to 120 gr. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: American Dream
Breeder: Sensi Seeds
Origin: Holland
 Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 45-50 days
15 seeds: £ 50.00 / $ 70 in stock
 Now here's your chance to grab a piece of the good ol' American Dream. An 
ideal cash cropper with white crystals frosting not only the buds, but also the 
stem and beginning of the leaves. This super Indica flowers in seven weeks 
and will keep you dreaming for hours.
Flowering: 45 - 50 days
Height: 100 - 125 cm
Yield: up to 100 gr.
Flowering in greenhouse: mid-October
Yield in greenhouse: up to 500 gr. 
_________________________________________________________  
Strain:  4 way
Breeder: sensi seeds
Origin: Netherlands
  Indoor
Flowering: 45-60
15 seeds:£ 35.00   in stock.
This is a 4-way hybrid of our best indoor strains. Although somewhat variable 
in growth pattern, all tested plants were fast flowering and of very high quality. 
This hybrid has some of the sweetest, most balanced tastes and highs that we 
have yet produced.             
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: Hindu Kush:
Flowering: 45-50 days. 
Height: 115-130 cm. 
Yield: up to 90 gr.
15 seeds 24.00  32.00  in stock.
This pure Kush originally from the Hindu Kush mountain region is the result of 
many years of selective inbreeding. The seedlings are very even and 
consistent, an excellent indoor variety for crops from seed. Wonderfully potent, 
but not devastating, very mild for an Indica. 
______________________________________________________________ 
strain: jack flash.
flowering: 60-70 days.
15 seeds:£ 64.00  in stock.



 Yes, here it is, the Jack Herer® hybrid that is easy to grow and already a 
classic amongst those who know! Everybody who has been growing Super 
Skunk® before will now choose for this fruity Jack taste with a flash of Haze. It 
is remarkable easy to grow and fresh and vigorous. It is recommended that 
you select the medium long flowering plants for finest quality and best results. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:   MAPLE LEAF INDICA®
flowering: 40-55 days
15 seeds: £ 37.00   $55.00 in  stock.
A most interesting Indica strain with a long history brought out of the Afghan 
mountains just before the Russian invasion. For some, this precious strain will 
have a whiff of familiarity because it was used as an important building block 
for some of the most famous varieties of today. It's a compact powerful plant 
with wide fingered leaves and a very sweet Indica Maple aroma.
A delight for connoisseurs, a taste of the past... 
Flowering: 45-50 days. Height: 110-135 cm. Yield: up to 110 gr.        
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Northern lights.
flowering: 45-50 days.
15 seeds: £ 69.00   in stock
 An absolute must for the indoor grower! For the last couple of years the 
Northern Lights® has dominated the various Harvest Festivals. Through 
selective breeding we have succeeded in producing one of the most powerful 
plants in the world. On top of that, we have developed a strain highly adapted 
for indoor growing: compact, powerful with a good yield and exceptional resin 
production. The most lucrative plant for the indoor grower.   
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: hash plant.
flowering: 45-80 days.
15 seeds: £ 75.00   in stock.
 One of the most famous cuttings from the Northwest USA, Hash Plant is 
named for its hashy-tasting, highly resinous buds. For many years already 
known as an important building block for other Sensi Seeds hybrids, now the 
original Hash Plant X NL#1 hybrid is available again. This cross of 25% NL#1 
and 75% Hash Plant produces some of the strongest specimens, even 
experienced Dutch smokers have trouble finishing a joint. This plant is easy to 
clone, has a very fast finish, abundant resin and a pleasant 'narcotic' high.   
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: black domina.
flowering: 50 days
15 seeds: £ 59.00 in stock.
This full blooded Indica with large bracts will soon have you on your knees and 
begging for more. This harsh overpowering lady simply gushes sticky resin to 
which most men seem to have a fatal attraction. A word of warning: this 
powerful compact Indica has had a devastating effect on many a man, leaving 
them apparently beaten and whipped with a strange smile on their faces. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: Mr Nice g13 x hash plant.
flowering: 60-days.
15 seeds: £ 89.00  in stock.
    The G13 is an outstanding pure Indica cutting reputedly discovered by the 
U.S.government research program in Mississippi. Crossed with the Hash Plant 
it produces one of the best indoor hybrids that unfortunately was only available 
in the late ‘80s. Now the Sensi Seed Bank is very proud to have this hybrid in 
production again and to bring it on the market labeled as “Mr. Nice”. This is in 
honor of Howard Marks, an Oxford graduate, who became one of the biggest 
Marihuana smugglers of our time. After spending 7 years in an American 
Penitentiary, Howard released his autobiography “Mr. Nice” and now spends 
his time promoting the normalisation of Cannabis. If you like a solid and 
resinous bud with a ‘double Indica’ hashish taste and aroma, it is time to go for 
the Mr.Nice G13 x Hashplant. Flowering: 55-65 days. Height: 100-130 cm. 
Yield: up to 100 gr.   
______________________________________________________________ 
strain: jack herer:
flowering:50-70 days
15 seeds: £88.00. in stock. 
 This multiple hybrid is the result of many years of selective breeding, 
combining 3 of the strongest varieties known to man. Even though we are 
regularly put under pressure by obsessed growers to give pedigree details, I’m 
afraid that just as with the Coca Cola recipe this Sensi variety will have to 
remain a secret. This variety produces so much resin that even the branches 
bristle with stalked glands.
> High Times (May 1995): "the bud was heavy with cristals and resin; the high 
was immediate and cerebral. An excellent strain." Flowering: 50-70 days. 
Height: 150-180 cm. Yield: up to 125 gr.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:Northern lights#5 x haze.
flowering:65-75 days.
15 seeds. £ 89.00     $135.00      in stock

 This hybrid is the pinnacle of achievement in Cannabis breeding today. The 
result: an extremely potent plant with a great Sativa high. In the 1994 harvest 
festival this variety was miles ahead of its competitors. The high yields 
compensate for the slightly longer flowering period. Hybrid vigour provides for 
lush growth, heavy bud formation and abundant resin. A true champion !   
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Big Bud.
flowering:50-650 days
15:seeds: £ 60.00    $ 90   in stock,  
 One of our most popular varieties. A plant for professional cash croppers. 
Even experienced growers continue to be amazed and come back to fill their 
garden with these heavy ladies. It is advisable to tie up the bottom branches 
as they have a tendency to break due to their excessive weight.   
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Afghan# 1.
flowering: 45 days.
15 seeds:  £39.00  $59.00  in stock.
 Our top Afghanis have been used for this variety. Characteristic are the big, 
dark Indica leaves, their strong aroma, sturdy stems and high yield. A must for 
the Indica connoisseur. At the 1994 Harvest Festival this new variety 
immediately seized the second place in the Indica category.   
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:  Shiva shanti.
flowering:  50-55 days.
15 seeds: £20.00  $32.00  in stock. 
This Afghani with its penetrating Indica aroma is one of the better yielders in 
the collection. It's pleasant taste and above average potency make this an 
attractive variety for beginners.   
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: silver haze.
flowering: 65-75 days
15  seeds: £60.00  $95.00 in stock.
Although the cerebral high of the Sativa is preferred by many, indoor growers 
aren't too font of this type: Sativas get very tall, take a long time to finish off 
and produce skimpy yields. We have spent years searching for a superb 
Indica/Sativa hybrid suited for indoor growing. By crossing the Haze, the most 
powerful Sativa in the World, to a non-dominant Indica we managed to get the 
height and flowering time of the plant down to an acceptable level and still 
retain the unique Sativa qualities of the high. The results: the Silver Haze, 
winner of the '89 High Times Harvest Festival. Don't expect top yields but top 
quality that will excite the true connoisseur. Flowering: 65-75 days. Height: 
150-180 cm. Yield: up to 100 gr.   
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain.  hawian indica,
Aloha! Enjoy the tropical sensation indoors. We have crossed a selected 
Hawaiian lady with our Northern Lights®. The result is a potent variety with a 
fresh aroma and a high yield amply compensating for a longer flowering 
period. For many, this was THE surprise at the 1994 Cannabis Cup.
 Flowering: 60-65 days. 
Height: 120-150 cm. 
Yield: up to 125 gr
15 seeds.      € 69.00 /  £45.00  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
.strain: marleys collie.
At the Cannabis Cup in November ‘97 we were honored to meet Rita Marley. 
She and the atmosphere of the Cup made us decide to start to work on a 
strain that we would make in respect for Bob Marley,her late husband. Bob 
Marley not only spread the fine sound of reggae, but also the Rastafarian 
religious Cannabis spirit ,around the globe and we can still feel his vibes today. 
The whole Sensi Seed research-kitchen was put to work exclusively with some 
selected Jamaican plants that where present in our mother rooms already for 
many years. Amazing results where found in an extraordinary hybrid we made 
with a fresh Indica, which relates to our Maple leaf Indica strain. A fresh, 
sweet, celebral Jamaican high with a short internote length and heavy duty 
wide fingered Indica leafs. This plant will a’stonish’ everyone.
 
Flowering: 60-65 days.
Height: 130-160 cm. 
Yield: up to 120 gr.   
 15 seeds £75.00 - € 120.00   in stock                    
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: fruity juice. 
An Indica/Sativa cross of the highest order. Both sides of the Indica and Sativa 
spectrum are fully 
expressed in this variety. The sweet aroma comes from our most delicious 
Thai. This rarefied type was originally very difficult to work with, but we 
eventually found the ideal cross. Expect big yields from this one, with an 
exceptionally rich sweet aroma.
Flowering: 50-60 days.
Height: 140-180 cm. 



Yield: up to 150 gr. 
Flowering in greenhouse: end of October. 
Yield in greenhouse: up to 750 gr. 
  15 seeds: £65.00   € 99.00   in stock.                       
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: california indica.
A fine blend of sweet orange flavoured Californian strains, combined with a 
skunky hash flavoured Indica. A versatile plant which performs well under all 
conditions. The more heavily branched specimens tend to be the big yielders.
 Flowering: 45-50 days.
 Height: 100-130 cm. 
Yield: up to 125 gr. 
Flowering in greenhouse: mid-October. 
Yield in greenhouse: up to 500 gr.
15 seeds : £ 27.50  - € 44.00    in stock .  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: silver pearl.
This 3 way hybrid contains Early Pearl®, Skunk #1® and Northern Lights®. 
This hybrid is quicker and sweeter than the Shiva Skunk®. Excellent indoor 
and greenhouse results. Plants exhibit frosted resinous characteristics of the 
Northern Lights #5® and the sweetness and calyx-to-leaf ratio of Early Pearl / 
Skunk. One of our favourites and in 1994 the winner of the mixed Indica/Sativa 
category.
Flowering: 45-50 days. 
Height: 100-125 cm. 
Yield: up to 100 gr. 
Finishing date in greenhouse: mid-October. 
Yield in greenhouse: up to 500 gr.
15 seeds.£44.00 - € 69.00   in  stock,              
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: skunk # 1
Originally an Indica-Sativa hybrid, Skunk #1® is now one of the most 
consistently performing true breeding strains in the world. Skunk #1® 
produces large buds with a very high calyx-to-leaf ratio. An excellent choice for 
the greenhouse. 
Flowering: 45-50 days. 
Height: 120-150 cm. 
Yield: up to 100 gr. 
Flowering in greenhouse: mid-October.
Yield in greenhouse: up to 500 gr.   
15 seeds. £ 15.00 - € 20.00      in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain : super skunk.
This plant is especially developed for Skunk lovers. We have crossed our best 
Skunks to their Afghani ancestors. Brush against this plant and the room 
becomes immediately filled with a powerful Skunk aroma. Despite the smell a 
very pleasant high with a little more body to it than the skunk#1 One of the 
winners of the 1990 High Times Harvest Festival where it clearly defeated 
skunk#1
Flowering: 45-50 days. 
Height: 120-150 cm. 
Yield: up to 125 gr. 
Finishing date in greenhouse: mid-October.
 Yield in greenhouse: up to 500 gr.  
 15 seeds. £29.99- € 44.00 in stock.                          
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : sensi skunk.
A strong plant with that typical Skunky taste and high. It has a high calyx-to-
leaf ratio with large, full buds (donkey dicks). Its excellent yield makes this one 
an absolute must for the greenhouse grower. Flowering: 45-50 days.
Height: 120-150 cm. 
Yield: up to 100 gr. 
Finishing date in greenhouse: mid-October. 
Yield in greenhouse: up to 500 gr.   
15 seeds £18.00 - € 24.00  in  stock.                                              
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : shiva skunk. 
This cross between Skunk #1® and Northern Lights #5® is one of the most 
reliable varieties that we have
ever produced. Excellent hybrid vigour and yield make this one a snap to 
grow. Works superbly indoors as well as in a greenhouse. Taste and high are 
similar to Skunk #1®, a rich sweet pungency, but with more resin and better 
yield. High calyx to leaf ratio, you can almost throw those scissors away as 
very little manicuring is required. An absolute must for beginners or experts.
 Flowering: 45-55 days. 
Height: 125 cm. Yield: up to 125 gr 
Finishing date in greenhouse: end of October. 
Yield in greenhouse: up to 500 gr.
15 seeds. £39.00/- € 66.00  in stock.                
_________________________________________________________ 

strain: shiva shanti Il
 The shiva shant i is a 3 way hybrid which consists mostly a Afghani strain that 
we call Garlic Bud because of its aroma characteristic. The Shiva Shanti II 
contains a smaller part of this Garlic Bud and is added with skunk and another 
Afghani. It is a less stable 4-way hybrid but quality wise very nice.
Flowering: 45-55 days. 
Height: 120-150 cm. 
Yield: up to 100 gr.   
15 seeds £ 10.00-  $14.00    in stock,    
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: skunk kush.
A hybrid between our best Hindu Kush and the famous Skunk#1. It has the 
distinctive qualities of Skunk and the unique pungency of Kush together in a 
vigorous, even blend. Excellent greenhouse performance.
Flowering: 50-60 days 
Height: 110-140 cm. 
Yield: up to100 gr. Flowering in the greenhouse: 
end of October Yield in greenhouse: up to 500 gr.   
15 seeds. £ 55.00 - $ 82.00 in stock.                           
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: indoor mix 
Breeder:sensi seeds
Origin: Netherlands 
Indoor
Flowering: Varies 
40 seeds: 35.00 in stock 
INDOOR MIX Mainly Indica strains in assortment. This package contains forty 
seeds, the choice is yours. You will definitely find a good parent in this 
collection. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Gurerrillas Gusto
breeder: sensi seeds.
origin: the netherlands.
outdoors
flowering: 50-70 days
15 seeds  £  20.00      $ 32.00.  in stock.
This outdoor strain tested in northern Spain was brought to us as a thank-you 
from one of our customers. After playing with the plants for some time we 
managed to produce this guerrilla grower's Indica. A good choice for the first 
time outdoor grower, as the harvest time allows us to have the crop in before 
the end of september. Nice sweet flowers build into good sized buds. 
Finishing: mid September Height: 200-300 cm Yield: up to 250 gr. 
 _________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Ruderalis Skunk
Breeder: Sensi Seeds
Origin: Europe
 Outdoor
Flowering: 60-70 days 
15 seeds: £ 30.00 $45.00 in Stock   
Ruderalis is an early-flowering variety that grows wild in parts of Eastern 
Europe and Russia. Early flowering characteristics of Ruderalis have been 
used to improve the outdoor performance of some of Sensi's best varieties.
The advantage of a Ruderalis hybrid is that approx. 50% of the seedlings will 
begin flowering at the 5-7th internode, regardless of the photoperiod (finishing 
date Sept. 1). The other half of the seedlings will be much later (October).       
_________________________________________________________ 
 The Ruderalis originates as a land race from Hungary and the Soviet Union.
Flowering in the Ruderalis is not related to photoperiod like most other strains 
but to age. The Ruderalis Indica® hybrid is a very early and short but also 
potent hybrid.
The heavy Indica makes it more susceptible to mould ,  If you are lucky with a 
good autumn then this will be no problem, so prepare to be suprised by this 
hardy, good quality Indica.
Finishing: September. 
Height: 150-200 cm.
Yield: up to 250 gr.
15 seeds £12.00   $16.00  in stock 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Durban  
Breeder: sensi seeds 
Origin: Netherlands
 Outdoor 
Flowering: 60+ days 
15 seeds: £35.00   $55.00  in stock 
  A very early strain from South Africa. Durban is a compact Sativa with a 
sweet aroma and an up high. One of the most reliable early outdoor varieties, 
it will produce chunky, solid buds even during the worst season. If you haven¦t 
tried Durban, you are missing out on one of the easiest-to-grow, highest-
quality early varieties in the world. 
_________________________________________________________ 



 Strain: Early Pearl
Breeder: Sensi Seeds
Origin: Holland
 Outdoor
Flowering: 60+ days
15 seeds: £ 35.00     in Stock 
 Early Pearl  has always been one the popular outdoor varieties. Wonderfully 
sweet and resinous, the plants have a mostly Sativa dominated growth 
pattern, with excellent potency.
Very mold resistant, even during the worst season.            
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Early Skunk
Breeder: Sensi Seeds
Origin: USA / Holland
 Outdoor
Flowering: 60+ days
15 seeds: £ 25 .00   In Stock 
  An excellent hybrid between Skunk #1  and Early Pearl .
Outdoor growers are usually dissatisfied with the finishing date of the regular 
Skunk strain. The Early Skunk  finishes about 2 weeks earlier than Skunk #1 
due to the influence of the Early Pearl  The influence of the latter is also 
noticeable in the smell and the high: sweet and smooth.
On top of that: the strain combines a good yield with mold resistance. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: Early Girl
Breeder: Sensi Seeds
Origin: Holland 
Outdoor
Flowering: 60+ days
15 seeds: £ 35 .00   In Stock 
This is a mostly Indica variety, one of the earliest in this collection. Very potent, 
medium yield, with a hashy taste and aroma. These compact plants will tend to 
grow to one main stem.
An ideal choice for your balcony! 
 _________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Jamaican Pearl
Breeder: Sensi Seeds
Origin: Jamaica / Holland
Outdoor / Greenhouse
Flowering: 60-65 days
15 seeds: £ 35.00  $56.00     in stock.
The Jamaican marleys collie  certainly did a'stonish' everybody on the Dutch 
Highlife Cup of 1999 and was doubtless one of the reasons for winning the big 
super cup that year.
The Jamaican sweetness and characteristic Sativa high of the plant was 
greatly appreciated by the judges.
The same mother was used to realize this sweet outdoor hybrid between the 
Jamaican and our best Earl pearl   flowering, sweetness and mould resistance 
are some of the qualities of this remarkable outdoor hybrid. 
Finishing: October 1. Height: 200-300 cm. Yield: up to 400 gr.             

KC Brains
Welcome to our fantastic KC Brains selection of seeds marked at unbeatable 
prices. All varieties will work indoor or outdoor, with special attention given to 
make sure of a substantial harvest under natural light KC won the coveted 
WeedCup this year 2001 with his Haze Special.

Spontanica indica (in/outdoor)
This variety crossed between Secret Project Number 1 and a KC 33 is a 
success both indoor and outdoor. Expect great harvests. There's no plant like 
it.
Harvest under natural light: end of Sept. to mid-Oct. Height: 4.5 m Yield: 900 
gr 
 Strain: Spontanica
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor
Flowering: 50-70 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50  $15  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: KC33
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Thailand / Brazil / Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor
Flowering: 40-65 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50  $15  in stock   
K.C. 33 sativa/indica (in/outdoor)

A Dutch strain, cultivated for years, crossed with Thai and Brazil male plants. 
The K.C.33 is further developed for outdoor growing, but is also indoor a 
Number 1. The buds are compact and have a lemon fresh taste and produce 
double THC.
Flowering Period: 6-9 weeks Height: 100 cm Yield:130 gr.
Harvest under natural light: end of Sept. Height: 2.5-3.75 m Yield: up to 900 gr. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: KC36
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor
Flowering: 40-60 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50  $15    in stock    
  K.C. 36 sativa/indica (in/outdoor)
More production for every square meter! Parents of this success product are 
kept secret. K.C.36 is a short, stocky plant that produces giant buds and is 
very productive. A true THC bomb.
Harvest under natural light: end of Sept./ middle of Oct. Height: 1.75 m Yield: 
up to 900 gr.                      
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: MindBender
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Afghanistan / Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor
Flowering: 40-65 days
10 seeds: £9.50/  $15   in stock
MindBender (in/outdoor)
The parents of this plant are a double K.C.2 with a K.C.33 and an Afghani. 
This plant which could turn red, has sweet buds and a great aroma.
Harvest under natural light: end of Sept./ middle of Oct. Height: 2-2.5 m Yield: 
up to 750 gr. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain Afghani special
origin Afghanistan / Holland 
Breeder: K.C Brains
Origin: Netherlands 
Outdoor  
Flowering: 42-63 
10 seeds: £9.50 / $15.00 in stock.
The ancestors of Afghani Special indica are an old Afghani strain, crossed 
over with a new double Afghani. This indica has a strong sweet scent, the 
leaves are wide, and dark green. A weed from the good old days. Harvest 
Outdoors: end Sept Height: 2.5-3 m. Yield: 700 gr.              
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Original Northern Lights
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: USA / Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 50-70 days
10 seeds: £9.50  $14.50    in stock 
Northern Light Special indica/sativa (in/outdoor)
The Strongest variety in the world with a nice sweet taste. This strain is short 
and compact making it a lucrative plant for indoor growing.
Harvest under natural light: mid Oct. Height: 2-2.5 m Yield: 750 gr. 
 _________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Mango
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor
Flowering: 42-63 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50/ $15   in stock.  
Mango indica (indoor/outdoor)
The parents are a K.C. SPECIAL SELECT with a K.C.33 and an Afghani-like 
plant. This plant has extremely big buds, a great production and an early 
harvest. Harvest Outdoors: end of Sept./ middle of Oct. Height: 2.2-3 m Yield: 
up to 800 gr.   
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: Leda Uno
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Brazil / Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor
Flowering: 42-63 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50 $15  in stock.
Leda Uno sativa/indica Highlife Cup Winner 1997-1998 (indoor/outdoor)
Leda Uno is a strain that can be used for indoor and outdoor growing. The 
parents of this strain are K.C.33 and a secret Brazilian female, after that it was 
crossed with a K.C. 606 early flowering male crossed with LEDA. A superior 
plant with lemon characteristics.
Harvest Outdoors: end of Sept. Height: 2.5-3.9 m Yield: up to 800 gr. 
_________________________________________________________ 



  Strain: White KC
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 42-77 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50  $15 in  stock. 
White KC : indica - (in/outdoor)
The ancestors of this plant are a male K.C. 606 and Real White Lady (which 
has secret ancestors herself). This special indoor quality gives a very 
satisfactory harvest.
Outdoor: Flower: 8-10 weeks ~ Harvest: Sept./Oct. ~ Height: 1.25-2.25 m ~ 
Yield: up to 900 gr.   
_________________________________________________________ 
  Strain: T.N.R.
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Thailand / Holland 
Outdoor
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £9.50  $15  in stock.
T.N.R. sativa/indica (outdoor)
TNR is a special outdoor plant. The parents are a Thai lady that has been 
growing for 28 years in Holland, crossed over with a double KC 2. This plant is 
the giant of cannabis plants, with huge colas. The buds have a pure Thai 
aroma.
Harvest Outdoors: mid Oct. Height: 4 m Yield: up to 1 kilo. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Haze Special
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor
Flowering: 42-63 days
10 seeds: £9.50 / $15   in  stock    
Haze Special : Sativa - (in/outdoor)
This variety was meant for indoor cultivation, but outdoors it can give good 
results as well. The ancestors of this specimen are a Nevil's Haze, crossed 
with the K.C. 606. It is an early flowering plant with a special Haze taste.
Outdoors: ~ Flower: 8-11 weeks ~ Harvest: end of Sept. ~ Height: 225-250 ~ 
Yield: up to 800 gr                  
_________________________________________________________ 
  Strain: Brazil XT
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Brazil / Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 63-84 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50.  in stock.
 Brazil x K.C. sativa (indoor) A plant well suited for the indoor cultivation with a 
great production. The Brazil x KC has compact buds and a strong aroma. The 
parents of this plant are MANGO VERMELHO from Paranaiba Brazil and KC 
606. 
_________________________________________________________ 
  Strain: Cyber Crystal
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56-77 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50  $ 15  out of  Stock   
Indica
The Cyber Crystal is a plant mostly used for growing indoors. The buds of this 
plant are covered with a bed of THC snow. This strain is short and compact, 
the taste is fresh and sweet.
Indoors: 6-8 weeks flowering, 110-125cm height, up to 145 gram yield
Outdoors: 8-11 week flowering, 190-225cm height, up to 750 gram yield, 
harvest end of Sept. through mid Oct.    
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: Sweet Dreams
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56-70 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50  $15.   in stock.
Indica/Sativa
A fine indoor variety which will give you a large yield. The plant has an 
imported Californian BB-skunk for a mother, crossed with a K.C. 606.
Indoors: 6-9 week flowering, 100cm height, up to 130 gram yield
Outdoors: 8-10 week flowering, 150-225cm height, up to 900 gram yield, 
harvest end of Sept. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: Swiss-xT
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Holland 

Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 49-70 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50   $15  In Stock
This variety has been developed for indoor growing. The parents of this plant 
are Mr. Swiss crossed with a double K.C. private project. The herb of this plant 
is very stoned. This sort is positively different from all the others. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: Crystal Paradise
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 42-67 days
10 seeds: £9.50 / $15 in stock 
  This plant is descended from an imported Californian BB Skunk and a male 
Brazil. You will love its huge buds and the real Brazilian taste!
Specifications:
Type: Indica/Sativa
Indoor:
Flower: 6-9.5 weeks         
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: California Original
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: California / Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 49-70 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50  $15   In Stock   
This California is a strain that is suitable for indoor and outdoor cultivation. It is 
descended from an original American California, crossed with Skunk. This 
variety has a great body.            
_________________________________________________________ 
 Strain: Crystal Limit no pic yet
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56-70 days
10 seeds: £ 9.50  $15  in Stock 
 A very successful variety for indoor growing. We have this specimen 
crossbred from Crystal with K.C. 606.
Specifications:
Type: Indica
indoor:
Flower: 6-10 weeks
Average Height: 95 cm
Yield: up to 110 gr.
Outdoor: Flower: 8-10 weeks              
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Bahia Black Head no pic yet
Breeder: KC Brains
Origin: Rio / Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56-70 days
10 seeds: £9.50 $ 15  In Stock 
all aboard the magic bus for a trip of a life time                             

Pradise Seeds
After 12 years of growing, testing and experimenting with many different 
varieties, Paradise Seeds was founded in 1994. About 17 years ago in 
Amsterdam, many coffeeshops started to sell imported hash from India 
Afghanistan or Morocco and weed from Thailand, Columbia, Mexico or 
Malawi. Most of this was of poor quality. But things were changing, new types 
were introduced from the U.S that were early crossbreeds of already higher 
quality. Since then we got involved in the early research for better quality 
strains. This took place in Amsterdam and at several outdoor locations in 
Holland. Our aim was to create better weed, with a sweet / spicy taste and 
stronger high, for our own use. 
Durga Mata ®
 (the mother goddess). Genetics: This Indica is a cross of two Super Shiva&
Specifics: Selected for the resin (THC) content. This gorgeous plant is mind 
-blowing, has a unique aroma and herbal spicy flavour, and is easy to grow. 
You should get to know her.
Flowering time: 50 - 55 days   
Yield per m2: 400 - 450 grams 
Yield per plant (outdoors): Approximately 500 grams
Harvest time (outdoors):Beginning of October (at 50º North latitude) 
Growing tips: For outdoors, 6 hours a day of direct sun for the best result. 
Price: £20.00  $32.00    in stock.              
_________________________________________________________ 
    Dutch Dragon
® Genetics: Mostly Sativa with a touch of Indica 



Specifics: High yields and superb quality on long sticky colas makes this 
Dragon of Dutch descent a spectacular plant for indoor and outdoor growing. 
Due to the combination of her sweet taste and strong potency, she is the 
favourite to many regular smokers. 
Flowering time:60 - 65 days 
Yield per m2 :400 - 500 grams 
Yield per plant (outdoors): 600 grams or more. She can become a tall plant 
with hundreds of buds. In the tops the flowers are growing densely and 
abundantly. 
Harvest time (outdoors): Middle of October (at 50º 
Growing tips: Let her sunbathing all day long and she shows you why she is a 
dragon.
Price:   £32.00     $49.00   in stock.           
_________________________________________________________ 
 Sensi Star ® 
Genetics: One of the strongest Indica’s that you will ever encounter.
Specifics: First price winner in the Highlife Cup 1999, bio indoors and first price 
winner in the Hightimes Cannabis Cup 1999! She produces powerful, compact 
buds, crowned with legendary amounts of resin. The dense, strong and 
characteristic aroma speaks for itself. She is one of worlds finest cannabis 
strains, and has successfully become the new standard in growing. 
Flowering time: 55 - 60 days
Yield per m2 : 350 - 400 grams
Yield per plant (outdoors): 300 - 400 grams
Harvest time (outdoors): Beginning of October (at 50º N.L.)
Growing tips: Sensi Star doesn’t like high levels of nutrients.
Price:   £44.00     $70      in stock,    
_________________________________________________________ 
AmsterdamFlame ® 
Genetics: Mostly Indica 
Specifics: This outstanding plant of excellent quality with her sparkling looks is 
selected for the lovers of cannabis best. Her wonderful high and soft subtle 
taste carries us like a summerbreeze, telling tales of mysteries. A plant worthy 
for the 'canna'seur. 
Flowering time: 50 - 56 days
Yield per m2 : 400 - 450 grams
Yield per plant (outdoors): At least 500 grams.
Harvest time (outdoors): 3rd week of October (at 50º N.L.)
Growing tips: Keep her moist and at least 5 hours of direct sunlight per day.
Price:  £32.00   $49.00                      in stock.                 
_________________________________________________________ 
Nebula ® (starcloud)
Genetics: Slightly more Sativa (Haze), then Indica. 
Specifics: Winner of the fourth place in the Hightimes Cannabis Cup 1999! 
Like the name suggests this plant is covered with twinkling shiny THC glands. 
Her fruity flavour and scent is a delight to even the most experienced smoker. 
She is bound to get you into the realm of space. Her buzz is typically 
transcendental and it is known she takes you far beyond your grasp. When 
you want to join the worlds of nebula, she is waiting to give you universal 
depth. 
Flowering time: 56 - 62 days
Yield per m2 : 450 - 500 grams
Yield per plant (outdoors): 500 to 600 grams
Harvest time (outdoors): Middle of October (at 50º N.L.)
Growing tips: Nebula shows a strong reaction to increase of light, outdoors the 
more sun, the better!
Price:  £38.00   $59.00           in stock.                      
_________________________________________________________ 
Belladonna ®
Genetics: A cross of Superskunk and a F1 hybrid potent male of 60% Sativa 
and 40% Indica origin.
Specifics: This mostly Skunk type is a real beauty, with very tight, compact 
orange buds. This beauty absorbs the light of the world in 60 days. During this 
blossoming process she develops to maturity. .Her tempting signals are of the 
kind you want to experience, but be warned, her tripping high is of a 
hallucinogenic nature.
Flowering time: 55 - 60 days
Yield per m2 : 400 to 450 gram
Yield per plant (outdoors): 400 grams is feasible.
Harvest time (outdoors): Middle of October (at 50º N.L.)
Growing tips: She performs well in a sea of green technique.
Price: £22.00   $35.00              in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
Sheherazade ®
Genetics: Her mother is a true Afghan queen , the father a strong handsome 
king, mostly Sativa. Specifics: Due to her family heritage, Sheherazade has 
got the depth from the valleys of Hindu Kush, as well as the soaring highs from 
the far East. Most of all, the traits of this sultry princess is her heavy musk-like 
sweetness. Now available for you to enjoy, a ‘thousand and one night’ long-
lasting warm caress of breathtaking up high!

Flowering time: 56 - 60 days
Yield per m2 : 350 - 450 grams
Yield per plant (outdoors): 300 to 400 grams
Harvest time (outdoors): Middle of October (at 50º N.L.)
Growing tips: She performs like a queen when you give her devotion, space 
and enough light. Outdoors, 7 hours a day of direct sunlight is recommended.
Price:   £35.00     $56.00          in stock.               
_________________________________________________________ 
Sweet Purple®
Genetics: She is selected from Purple plants, crossed with an early, large 
yielding Dutch variety, and then, to sweeten her, crossed with a highquality 
plant with huge amounts of resin.  Specifics: A very strong, rather tall plant 
with hue’s of purple and pink, that tastes like strawberries. She grows good 
indoors, and is also perfectly adapted to colder regions such as Holland for 
outdoor growing. Her early flowering means you can harvest fat colas before 
the "bad" weather starts. 
Flowering time: 56 - 60 days
Yield per m2 : 350 - 400 grams
Yield per plant (outdoors): 500 grams (half a kilo) is feasible.
Harvest time (outdoors): End of September, beginning of October (at 50º N.L.)
Growing tips: When grown indoors, induce flowering early, after 1 week to 10 
days vegetative state.
Price: £12.00       $20.00     in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
Swiss Bliss ®
A wonderful mostly Sativa variety, abundant in growth, that flavoures a mix of 
tropical fruits. The branching pattern makes her ideal for pruning.  This means 
you can put less plants per square meter as you would have in a sea of green 
setup, and still be able to harvest a terrific yield of very nice sticky buds on 
several branches, within approximately 9 weeks of flowering.  When smoked 
you feel ecstatic and joyful, really high!!
Suitable environments: Indoors. Outdoors in subtropical and temperate 
climates from 15º - 47º Northern and Southern latitude.
Yield per m2 (indoors): minimum 400 grams
Yield per plant (outdoors): up to 1000 grams 
Harvest time (outdoors): end October early November (Northern latitude)
Growing tips: This one needs a bit more space.
 10 seeds:   £ 40.00  $60.00   € 60,-   in stock  
_________________________________________________________  
Magic Bud ®
Magic Bud is the finest blend of Indica and Sativa, which makes her into an 
easy to grow bud bomb. The floral and aromatic taste makes her smooth to 
smoke with a body relaxing effect, combined with a pleasant Sativa cerebral 
high. This plant of fine stature produces beautiful nugs in a relatively short 
time, approximately 50 days indoors. Many commercial growers would like to 
have this plant in their gardens, not only for its high yield and short flowering 
time, but also for her quality which is beyond many commercial strains.
Suitable environments: Indoors. Outdoors from 15º - 50º Northern and 
Southern latitude.
Yield per m2 (indoors): 500 grams
Yield per plant (outdoors): at least 500 grams 
Harvest time (outdoors): Middle of October (Northern latitude)
 10 seeds:  £20.00   € 30,-   $30.00  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
 Sugar Babe ®
This variety is a true beauty. Powerful as an Indica plant can be with compact 
full buds powdered white as snow alike the Alp mountaintops where she was 
developed. Inherited from her partly Afghani background, she is well adapted 
to the outdoor. The smoke is very distinctive and fresh, a bit lemon like with 
some metal taste to it. Her energetic and uplifting effect makes you feel like 
doing fun things, such as skiing.  Good yields indoors and outdoors, 
approximately 400 grams on compact sugar dipped, 30 cm long buds. 
Suitable environments: Indoors. Outdoors from 15º - 50º Northern and 
Southern latitude.
Flowering time of this ideal plant is only 54 to 60 days.
Yield per m2 (indoors): 400 - 450 grams
Yield per plant (outdoors): 400 grams and more 
Harvest time (outdoors): Early October (Northern latitude)
Retail price:  £30.00    € 40,-   $40.00   in  stock,       
_________________________________________________________ 
 
Nirvana
all Nirvana standard now only £9.99 / $15 for 10 seeds  
The history of Nirvana goes way back to the end of the 1980's. At that time 
Nirvana's founder was working at Amsterdam's most famous grow-shop, the 
legendary "Positronics", and it was the knowledge and inspiration that he 
received there that moved him to think about starting his own seed company. 
Years were spent traveling, seeking out and collecting seeds from the finest 
strains. And more years went in experimentation, growing, cross breeding and 



developing the new strains from among which Nirvana selected the best to 
become their range of high quality hybrid seeds. After applying and expanding 
his experience in a number of Amsterdam's best known grow-shops it came 
time to offer the expertise he had gained, and the high quality products he had 
developed, to the world. The result of this initiative was the foundation of 
Nirvana in 1995. Originally a seed specialist, Nirvana is now an innovative 
business concept. It has developed into a shop with a unique and original 
range of self-developed hemp products that extend the uses of this 
extraordinary plant further than ever before. Nirvana means: a state of 
happiness. 

  new  100 % feminized Pure Power Plant This is a strong Sativa variety 
developed in the late 90’s from South African strains. PPP produces loads of 
crystal and has tremendous growth potential both indoors and out. Generally 
better results are obtained with outdoor cultivation in good conditions, if you’re 
a less experienced indoor grower. PPP is a high THC plant that’s why it’s 
called, Power Plant, in addition to its powerful growth. This variety gives you a 
soaring high. Specs:
 Flowering: 56 days
 Height: 130-150cm / 260cm
 outdoor Yield: 130g indoor / 550g or more outdoor 
Indica/Sativa: 10/90 
Harvest: Outdoor mid Oct. Sow: 
Transplant after last frost or sow when soil warms, 14C/57F, April/May    
10 seeds £45.00  $72.00   in stock
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: snowwhite.
flowering: 8-9 weeks
10 feminised  seeds: £45.00    $72.00   in stock.
10 regular seeds:      £20.00 in stock.
a mostly indica plant (80%) one of the highest quality of nirvanas products a 
big yeilder with dense sticky buds covered with shiny crystals. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Northern bright.
flowering: 9-10 weeks.
10 feminised  seeds: £45.00   $72.00  in stock.
Norther light x haze hybrid, good yielding with heavy smoke for a long lasting 
high. the plant has tiny leaves and long reaching buds,                  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: kaya.
flowering: 8-9 weeks
10 feminised seeds: £45.00    $72.00   in stock.
a 50/50 indica sativa hybrid with a sweet tasting buds easy growing for indoor 
or outdoor cultivation.the plant has an easy high that gives a refreshing high. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: wonder woman.
flowering: 56 days.
10 feminised seeds: £45.00   $72.00  in stock.
 sativa/indica 50%/A super skunky lady who dares you to stay high for a very 
long time, with her long tall buds she forces you to stay in a state of nirvana for 
many hours. a sweet smelling weed with a big profit and grow, up to 600grams 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: venus.
flowering: 60days.
10 feminised seeds: £45.00   $72.00 in stock.
starts slowly but after a while it picks up speed creating a "Big Bud" nice big 
green leaves and a specific odour. good profit and a great high.
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: super girl.
flowering: 62 days.
10 feminised seeds: £45.00   $72.00 in stock.
75% indica. Powerfull new strong kind,dark green plant very strong and easy 
to grow, gives a lot of T.H.C. so after croping you can enjoy for a very long 
time.big swollen buds with T.H.C. crystals 
_________________________________________________________  
strain:   ak 48 new new new 
flowering : 57 days
10 seeds : £9.99  $ 15    in stock.                    
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : Haze.       
An original N. American/Jamacan Sativa which has served as a base for many 
Dutch strains. This Haze has fluffy buds, a long flowering period and delivers 
an intense spacey rushing high. Haze has a complex aroma. This plant 
requires patience and some good care for best results, but it’s worth the effort. 
Specs:
Flowering: 59-70 days
 Height: 100cm indoor / 220cmoutdoor
 Yield: 75g indoor / 370-500g outdoor 
Indica/Sativa: 10/90 Harvest: If outdoor Nov. 
10 seeds £9.99 $15.00  in stock. 

 _________________________________________________________ 
Strain: hollands hope.
 Holland’s Hope is an Indica/Sativa mix of Afghan with Skunk. Holland’s Hope 
is an ideal plant for the outdoor grower cultivating in cool climates and where 
short summers may limit the growing season. This is strong plant, mold 
resistant variety, can grow to nearly 4 meters in height with high yield. This is 
one of the first strains grown in Holland; it’s recommended by many and has a 
knock out high. 
Specs: Flowering: ~56 days
 Height: 270-310cm
 Yield: 600-800g
 Indica/Sativa: 80/20 Harvest: End of Sept. 1st of Oct. Sow:
 Transplant after last frost or sow when soil temperatures warm to ~ 59F/15C 
10 seeds  £ 9.99     $15.00   in   stock    
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: big bud.
flowering: 8 weeks.
10 seeds: £9.99-$ 15    in stock,  
Big buds with few leaves,sweet natural odor, not to stoney. The heaveist crop 
plant.indica/sativa mix.                  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: ice
flowering: 8 weeks
10 seeds: £9.99-  $15  in stock.
this new variety is a combination of Afghan, skunk 1 and northern light. very 
sticky buds with the density of Afghan, smell as sweet as skunk 1, smoke like 
northern light. strong crystallised white buds. indica /sativa mix.                
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: misty.
flowering: 7-8 weeks.
10 seeds: £9.99  $15    in stock.
loaded with crystals. looks like white widow but produces denser buds, has big 
flowers. short and bushy plant.                      
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: northern light.
flowering: 8-9 weeks
10 seeds: £9.99  $15     in stock 
a short bushy plant, strong abd sweet loaded with T.H.C.
big buds with few leaves, great for commercial growers ./indica. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: skunk#1
flowering: 8 weeks.
10 seeds: £9.99  $ 15  in stock .
SK #1 is used in base mixes of all sorts of newly named plants. It has a great 
consistancy of generating a good strong punch, with a great skunky taste. The 
sk #1 is definately for the skunk lover in you! The sk #1 will flower in 8 weeks. 
It has a very strong genetic strain that can take a lot abuse.                 
_________________________________________________________ 
  strain:top 44.
flowering: 7-8 weeks
10 seeds: £9.99 / $15   in stock. 
This is our second commercial plant, but unlike the big bud the flowers have a 
sweeter taste. This is our fastest flowering plant becoming ready in only 6 
weeks. Strong and easy to handle also makes a great plant for first timers. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: masterkush.
flowering: 8-9 weeks
10 seeds: £9.99  $15  in stock.
This plant is a 2 time winner of cannabis cup. Master kush is a strong plant for 
almost all climates. Only the real cool countries out will have a second guess. 
This plant has maintained a high quality and a good quantity with a great taste. 
Flower within 8 weeks makes an excellent choice. This plant is a tetraploide 
kind, witch means that it showes sometimes female flowers in the splitting of 
the internodes which is unique.                 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Citral
flowering :56 days  
Citral produces a nice mellow herbal taste, very good yield and strong hard 
buds. Indoor for best results, grow to a height of around 100 to 120 cm before 
changing the photo period. Citral produces a fresh aroma and interesting 
cerebral experience for the growing enthusiast. Some of the genetics for this 
strain come from the Hindu Kush mountain region near a village district named 
Chitral.   
Flowering: ~56 days Height: 90-130cm indoor / ~160+ cm outdoor Yield: 135g 
indoor / 370g or more outdoor Indica/Sativa: 80/20 Harvest: If outdoor 2nd half 
of Oct.    
10 seeds £9.99   $15.00  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Northern light x haze.
flowering: 8-9 weeks.



10 seeds: £9.99  $15   in stock.
The northern lights mixed with lambs breath is an excellent mix. Big plant with 
big leaves. Light green. It will grow to 15 feet tall outdoors. Will produce 4-6 
ounces per plant. An extremely sweet smell. A unique and high quality stone. 
Flowering: 9-10 weeks Yield: up to 100 grams                 
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: Northern light x shiva
flowering: 8 weeks.
10 seeds: £ 9.99  $15   in stock.
Strong sweet weed loaded with thc. 
Big buds and low on leaves. 
Stronger taste than the original northern lights, a short bushy plant that growes 
well on bio soil. 
Stop feeding furtilizer 2 weeks before harvest. 
A northern light shiva cross. 
mostly indica. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: Bubble gum.
flowering: 10 weeks.
10 seeds:  £9.99 /  $15.   in stock.
This heavy ganja is brought from America and makes exstremaly large flowers 
witch produce an enormously amount of thc cristals. very special flavor. A 
moderate yielding plant. 40% indica                                            
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: Hindu kush. 
flowering: 8 weeks.
10 seeds: £9.99   $15     in stock.
The original genes from this strain come from the Hindu Kush valley. 
A lushy mountainious area in central asia. 
Te seeds where brought in the 80`ies and crossbreeded with several varietes 
to create this lovely indian type. 
The plant smells lovely and the leaves are big and dark green. A kind that you 
can smoke all day. 
Indica sativa mix 
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain:  white shark.
flowering: 8-9 weeks.
10 seeds.    £ 9.99   $15   out of  stock.  
The original white shark is crossed with our most potend male: skunk nr 1. The 
buds are big and sticky with a nice sativa high. Not realy high yielding but a 
very strong smoke tiny skinny leaves. Mosly sativa             
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain:   White widow
Breeder: Nirvana Seeds Standard
Origin: Holland
 Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56-63 days
10 seeds: £  9.99   $15   in stock. 
one of our loveliest plants (power plant) does not yield as well as we would like 
but this plant one can ski down. Flowering in 8 weeks with an outstanding 
taste to be savoured as your eyelashes meet. Also a good medical use plant. 
  ________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Pure Power Plant
Breeder: Nirvana Seeds Standard
Origin: South Africa
 Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £ 9.99  $15   in stock.
Power Plant (mostly Sativa) was developed in 1997 from new South African 
genetics. This strain has been inbred only, never hybridized. Very rich in THC. 
It is a strain with an enormous grow potential. Indoor as well as in a 
greenhouse the plants have an enormous yield. Indoors flowering starts 
already one week after turning back the light cycle to 12 hours. Outdoor 
flowering starts late, but the plants ripen very fast. This variety is very uniform. 
Strong up high, very soft smoke.   
_________________________________________________________  
Strain: Nirvana Special
Breeder: Nirvana Seeds Standard
Origin: Holland
 Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds : £9.99    $15  in stock.    
Jack Herrer Hybrid Hybrid. A sweet pungent smell, with a nice Sativa High. 
Indica Sativa mix. 
 _________________________________________________________  
Strain: Durban Poison
Breeder: Nirvana Seeds Standard
Origin: USA / Holland
 Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 50-60 days

10 seeds: £ 9.99   $15   in stock.
 Durban Poison seeds from South Africa were grown out to select a 
particularly vigorous male parent plant, which was then crossed with the best 
Skunk#1 clones to be found in Holland producing a manageable plant for 
indoor cultivation which finishes in 8 to 9 weeks
Mostly Sativa this Durban cross should give the discerning toker a seriously 
'up' buzz. 
 _________________________________________________________ 
Strain: White Rhino
Breeder: Nirvana Seeds Standard
Origin: Holland
 Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 55-65 days
10 seeds: £9.99  $15  In Stock
version of a decidedly good Widow cross. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Northern Lights#5 x BigBud
Breeder: Nirvana Seeds Standard
Origin: USA / Holland
 Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 49-55 days
10 seeds: £ 9.99    $15   in stock,
This is one of the oldest commercial flowers crossed with a great Northern 
Lights. The purpose of the big bud is yield. Big strong flowers with a lot of 
product. The big bud will flower in 8 weeks with a great skunky taste in 
quantity. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: K2
Breeder: Nirvana Seeds Standard
Origin: Holland
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £ 9.99   $15   in stock.
Good commercial plant with very high THC content. Looks like a snow storm 
hit the plant when finished well. 75% Indica, 25% Sativa.
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain:( blue mystic)  Blueberry
Breeder: Nirvana
 Seeds Standard
Origin: USA / Holland
 Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 49-56 days
10 seeds: £ 9.99 / $15.in stock. 
The fast and fruity indica from North America. Amazing blueberry smell when 
finished properly! 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Afghani
Breeder: Nirvana Seeds Standard
Origin:Afghanistan / NL
 Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 45-55 days
10 seeds: £9.99  / $15   in stock.
Afghan is another popular plant staying low and bushy. With big leafs for 
soaking up the sun. Afghan is a fat flower producer. Good yields and very 
strong tuff plant and can take most climates. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Jack Herer
Breeder: Nirvana Seeds Standard
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56-63 days
10 seeds: £ 9.99    $15    in stock.
The mystical 3-way Dutch plant that has revolutionized the business. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Chrystal
Breeder: Nirvana Seeds Standard
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Greenhouse
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £9.99   $15   In Stock 
Chrystal is a cross between a popular production clone called Crystal which 
has been doing the rounds on the Dutch commercial Cannabis growing scene. 
The cross is a male Skunk #1 selected by Mau and kept as a stud father for 
many of his breeding projects.  
_________________________________________________________ 
All flower times begin when the hours of sunlight reach 13 hours and begin to 
fall below
Most plants are capable of surviving 1 of 2 frosts? If in a worse case scenario
Pay attention to molds with thick morning dues or prolonged damp days in 
later flowering 



_________________________________________________________ 
 Early Special
This plant is an miracle, as soon as the seeds starts to grow it is producing 
flowers, nice sweet cristals are gathering around the buds, all through the 
year. 
Exspecialli very handy for the people who live in the northern countries like 
above Denmark, Poland and in northern Canada and Alaska. 
A familie from early bud.
A skunk mix. (50% sativa) 
Yield: 1 kilo per square meter. 
Height: 1.5 till 3 meters. Flowering all through the year.
 Harvest: ready before winter   
10 seeds . £9.99   $15   in  stock    
_________________________________________________________ 
 New Purple Power
This plant is one of the oldest strains grown outdoors, since the sixties. 
The name says it allready, the buds can be deep purple till almost black. 
Easy to grow, good for cold climates and mostly mold resistant. 
Mostly sativa. 
Height: 1-3 meters 
Tiny thin leaves, sweet taste. Flowering time 6-8 weeks. 
Harvest late Sept 
10 seeds    £9.99  $15   in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
 Swiss Miss
Imported: Switzerland Pure breeding Sativa/Indica: looks pure Sativa 
Appearance: looks like Mexican Sativa 
Type high/strength: lightweight smoke Height: 2m Yield: med Harvest date 
(Netherlands natural photoperiod): end Sept 12hr day exposure harvest (# of 
weeks): 8-10 indoor / greenhouse / outdoor Early flowering (good breeding 
stock for earliness). flower: 8-9 weeks 
harvest end of september 
10 seeds £9.99  $15  in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
Mixed sativa.  
Outdoors,an originall sativa,with tall females and sweet glittering buds,to get 
you high,and stay active,for a happy high feeling.easy to grow! 
10 seeds £9.99  $15   in stock.
_________________________________________________________  
 Early Girl
"This is a mostly Indica variety, one of the earliest in our outdoor collection. 
Very potent, medium yield, with a hashy taste and aroma. These compact 
plants will tend to grow to one main stem. An ideal choice for your balcony. 
flower: 7-9 weeks 
harvest end september/begin october 
10 seeds £9.99  $15   in stock               
_________________________________________________________ 
 Hollands Hoop
"Developed: inbred 10 plus years Stabilised hybrid Sativa/Indica: California 
Sativa crossed with Indica Appearence: big long clusters, green to goldish at 
harvest Smell/taste: sweet smell flower: 7-8 weeks 
harvest: september 
10 seeds £9.99  $15  in stock             
_________________________________________________________ 
Hawaii x Skunk
"Mostly Indica (F1 hybrid) with exceptionally broad leaves. Lots of resin on 
leaves as well as flowers, with a musky hash like aroma. Strong physical high. 
Yields are above average. Short rounded plants. Flower: 9-12 weeks 
Harvest: end of October
10 seeds £9.99   $15 in stock.
_________________________________________________________

CannaBiogen
Twenty years of travelling the world in search of the grail, from the mountains 
of Jamaica and Colombia in the New World to Pakistan, India and Thailand. 
Meticulous selections from more than one hundred varieties and careful 
progeny testings have culminated in magnificent examples that bring us the 
gamut of the sublime.The mayority of the varieties we carry are from original 
landrace stock, cultivated in their respective lands for generations and brought 
back by ourselves and our friends who have travelled to those far away places 
in search of cannabis seeds with the purpose of safeguarding them for 
posterity.

strain :Carbie  
A first rate backcross (Jamaica x Jamaica/NL5/Haze) between our best female 
from the Blue Mountains in Jamaica and a champion NL/Haze bring us a great 
yielding sativa that can be grown indoors. Yield and quality are complemented 
by its resistancy to plagues, especially those brought about by humid climates. 

Time seems to stop as the senses sharpen, this sativa hybrid is a gem sativa 
lovers love to own. 
Flower: 65/70 days. Seventy days for maximun yield. Shortening the light 
period incrementally from 12 to 8 hours in the last 2 weeks is best to augment 
resin production and to avoid typical sativa reflowering. 
Outdoors: End of Sept/Early October 
Yield: 250-375 grams/m2. 
PRICE 12 SEEDS: £30.00  $44.00 soon come.
_________________________________________________________ 
   
strain : sugarloaf.
An F1 Hibrid of extraordinary vigor, large tricomes and dense, resinous buds. 
The mother, a beautiful indica whose seeds were brought back from Pakistan 
was crossed wih our favorite Capricho male (Capricho, a backcrossed Manali 
x Colombian). This indica / sativa combination with its high proportion of calix 
to leaves ratio and a potent psichoactive high is also a large producer whose 
branches need to be tied to avoid breakage.
A wonderful, delightful treat that can be grown indoors and outdoors.  
Flower: 55/65  days 
Outdoors: End of Sept/Early October. 
Yield: 300-450 grams/m2. 
PRICE 12 SEEDS: £35.00  $48.00   soon come.  
strain: Leshaze.
Is a complex hybrid of excellent stock, the mother, a stable, early flowering 
plant from Lesotho, growned there in mountains 2000 mts high. The father, a 
Skunk/Haze with dutch roots brings us a strong hybrid which grows well both 
indoors and outdoors
A potent sativa high dominates this hybrid. It's sweet and spicy with an intense 
perfume with green and purple buds, The buds and even the stems glisten 
with resin tops a spectacular yield.  
Flower: 60-70 days
Outdoor: Mid October
Yield: 250-400 grams/m2 
PRICE 12 SEEDS: £25.00   $ 32.00  soon come.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : Sand Storm
A great plant to make hashish from two great hashish lines, both 100% indica:
The mother, an indica from the Chitral Kush region coupled with an 
exceptional male clone from Arabene, Morroco
It gives very dense nuggets covered with resin, these plants need to be 
ventilated well when the buds start putting weight and density. This sweet 
scented plant is potent, productive and easy to grow. 
Flower: 55/65 days
Outdoor: Octubre. 
Yield: 250-400 gramos/m2 
PRICE 12 SEEDS:  £28.00  $ 40.00  soon come.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : Destroyer  
A great plant to make hashish from two great hashish lines, both 100% indica:
The mother, an indica from the Chitral Kush region coupled with an 
exceptional male clone from Arabene, Morroco
It gives very dense nuggets covered with resin, these plants need to be 
ventilated well when the buds start putting weight and density. This sweet 
scented plant is potent, productive and easy to grow. 
Flower: 55/65 days
Outdoor:  oct. 
Yield: 250-400 gramos/m2 
PRICE 12 SEEDS:   £75.00   $105.00 soon come.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain :Taskenti.
A 100% Indica originated in Uzbekistan. Its name comes from one of the best 
hash in the world, according to experts; a very powerful and resinous strain, of 
enormous yield, mainly outdoors. It has a refined and subtle hashish perfume, 
a shade between mint and lemon, very intense.
Original latitude and height cultivation conditions have made its acclimatization 
very simple, similar to Southern Spain Mountains. Nevertheless a meticulous 
selection and improvement work has been done to fix genetic dominance for 
the most important aspects, allowing simultaneously diversifying the zones of 
growing indoors (also hydroponics) and outdoors.
Indoors plants mature in 7-9 weeks, needing a good ventilation and dry 
atmosphere, mainly in flowering. 
Vegetative period: Minimum 30 days for high performance.
Flowering: 55/65 days
Outdoors: Middle October
Yield: 350-400 gr/m2
PRICE 12 SEEDS:   £65.00   $88.00  soon come .  
_________________________________________________________  
strain:  De Lux MIx.
This unique breeders mix offers many possibilities for experimentation and 
hibridization between the diferent genotypes in the landrace varieties. The F1's 



within the mix are from CannaBiogen's F1 collection, the result of 
hibridizations from their meticulously selected parental lines. Expert and 
novice grower will delight in the variety and fresh genetics in the Deluxe Mix. 
Chart your own undiscovered country while you improve your skills. Can you 
tell them apart? Try it!
The Deluxe Mix Collection includes
Blueberry
Jamaica x Blueberry
Brasil/Colombia x India
jamaica Landrace #1 
Nigeria x Manali/Afganistán.
PRICE 15 SEEDS:    £22.00   $32.00   soon come.  
_________________________________________________________ 

Priarie Boy
ONLY BY BREEDING VAST NUMBERS OF STRAINS AND HYBRIDS DO 
WE FIND THE HIGHEST POTENTIAL THAT CANNABIS HAS TO OFFER
HELLOW AND WELCOME TO PRAIRIE BOYS WORLD I STRIVE TO OFFER 
THE BEST NEW WORLD STABILITY TO OLD WORLD GENETICS THAT I 
CAN FIND DOING THIS I HAVE PRODUCED MANY MANY STABLE 
STRAINS AND A TON OF HYBRIDS THAT I LOVE TO SHARE WITH 
OTHERS .                          
_________________________________________________________ 
  Strain: Wakeford .
indoor/ outdoor.
10 seeds: £35.00  $56.00  in stock. 
 Wakeford is a recent hybrid bred for its name sake the plants were recently 
grown out in the valley and have a killer couchlock high this strain was 
produced to make a very strong medicine for very sick man with mean 
tollerence at that we suceeded we used 0g13b sk#1 x g13 x ubc chemo for 
this one she yeilds great in sea of green with huge ressin covered buds that 
are hard and heavy as rocks it takes a good 9 wks but is well worth the wait if 
you want couch lock with comercial potential this is the plant smooth hash 
flavour it did great out side this year finishing oct5  
SK#1 X G13 X CHEMO @42 DAYS : thanks to  leisure puffer at cw for the pic/ 
co PB
______________________________________________________________
strain: Northern dream (indoor K.G>thunderfuck hybrid) 
indoor :
10 seeds:     £35.00     $56.00  in stock.   
 we used a NL#5 male to pollinate our best KG thunderfuck mother this is the 
first generation back cross to a exceptional NL#5 cutting that has been around 
E. vancouver for some time now huge rock solid main cola dominant plants 
with a skunky lemon scent very commercial 7-8wk flwr  .                  
_________________________________________________________ 
Soma Seeds
Soma produce some of the finest bud you will encounter on planet earth. 
and also produce quality feminized seeds.  

   strain: somango-soma#5
flowering: 9-10 weeks.
10 regular seeds:  £50.00 in stock.
10 feminized seeds: £75.00 out of stock sorry,
breeding/ super skunk-big skunk hawiiain-jack herer.
Somango blends the multiple hybrid Jack Herer with Big Skunk Korean to form 
the fruitiest of all Soma's strains. Previously known by Soma #5, this complex 
cross was renamed for its tropical mango aroma and flavor. 
Somango is optimal as a multiple branch plant, since its genetics encourage 
long side branches and a height on the taller side. A sea of green method can 
still be undertaken, but branching and height will need to be controlled. Soma 
prefers to grow on soil indoors with fully organic nutrients, but other media will 
also give satisfactory results. As it matures, the leaves shade to purple and the 
buds become covered in a carpet of crystals that makes fine finger hash. 
While a moderate yielder, Somango's bud possesses sublime qualities. 
 _________________________________________________________ 
  strain: citralah.
flowering: 9 weeks.
10 regular seeds: £50.00  in stock.
10 feminized seeds: £75.00  in stock.
breeding/ citral-afghani-hawiiain.
Citralah a great strain for making hash from. Half it's genetics come from 
Chittral Pakistan where it is solely used for hash production, and Afghani 
Hawaiian for the other half. This plant has a strong citrus like smell and taste. 
It has a very good yield and takes 9 to 10 weeks to finish. Great finger hash 
when manicuring and great water hash as well . Nice daytime weed. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Haze heaven.
flowering:10-11 weeks.
10 regular seeds: £50.00  in stock.

10 feminized seeds: £75.00  in stock.
breeding/ northern lights 5- haze-Afghani-hawiiain.
Haze Heaven is just that, a haze that doesn't take as long to finish as most 
others, a great yielding plant with giant buds, and that great haze flavor with 
that hint of Afghanistan in the back of your mind. As with all strains if you don't 
give your plants just the right amount of quality energy that they need on all 
levels they will get stunted and take longer to finish. This one again is not for 
inexperienced growers, experience in patience with cannabis harvest's is 
definitely needed. This haze doesn't put you in a daze, it takes you to your 
center.             
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:  reclinning Buddha.
flowering: 9 weeks.
10 regular seeds: £50.00  out of stock..
10 feminized seeds: £75.00   out of stock.
breeding/super skunk-big skunk Korean- Holland's hope.
 Reclining Buddha is a 3-way hybrid that combines the genetics of Holland's 
Hope with Super Skunkand Big Skunk Korean. Circulating in the Netherlands 
during the 1980s, Holland's Hope is a mold resistant strain with a very close 
nodal structure whose name can be attributed to her success in outdoor 
grows, even in Holland's wettest season. Reclining Buddha has held this 
characteristic, and combined it with the enjoyable smell and yields of its other 
two parents. Previously named Soma Skunk V, the new, enlightened name 
came out of a philosophical session prompted under her influence. A fairly 
short plant, Reclining Buddha must remain in vegetative phase for a 
considerable amount of time to become a big plant. She also will not make a 
lot of side branches, and the ones that do tend to be smaller, a combination 
that predisposes this variety to do well with minimal effort in a sea of green 
set-up. Reclining Buddha's buds are tight and narrow, allowing moisture to 
escape easier than short thicker bud formations. Try this one outdoors even in 
humid locations for a covert plant that delivers high-quality yield. Buddha buds 
form many dark auburn hairs early. When everything around it still has white 
hairs, Reclining Buddha's hairs have turned a color that tempts you to harvest, 
but exercise patience. Reclining Buddha needs a full 9 weeks to reach 
maturity, and the high just gets better with the wait. This medicinal quality 
cannabis has the taste of a sweet cherry candy and an uplifting creative high 
that is lucid and mentally stimulating. 3rd place, 1999 High Times Cannabis 
Cup, best indica.               
_________________________________________________________ 
  strain: white willow.
flowering: 10-11 weeks.
10 regular seeds: £50.00  in stock.
10 feminized seeds: £75.00 out of stock.
breeding/white widow-afghani hawiiain.
White Willow named after my daughter who is quite a strong human being, is 
also quite a strong plant. A cross of White Widow and Afghani-Hawaiian this 
plant has massive buds and large THC crystals. The color of the leaves is a 
dark almost bluish green. The taste is sweet like some special desert. The 
smell is Afghani-sweet. It takes a while to finish so again you need experience 
for this one. Quite a good yield. Strong high. 
 _________________________________________________________ 
strain: somativa.
flowering:10 weeks
10 regular seeds: £50.00  in stock. breeding/ super skunk- big skunk korean- 
jack herer . Somativa a mix of genetics from all over the globe. In 1994 the 
cannabis strain of Sensi-seeds seed bank " Jack Herer" won first prize those 
seeds were grown mixed first with big skunk Korean, then with a special super 
skunk. The result is a thin leafed wiry big yielding plant that takes 10 weeks to 
flower. The buds you get are some of the sweetest tasting flowers you have 
ever tried. The high is a very uplifting buzz that is good for playing music, 
meditation, prayer, or any kind of friendly contact between human beings. You 
need to stake these plants. .
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:Rock bud -soma -a+.
flowering: 8-9 weeks.
10 seeds regular. £50.00 out of  stock.
breeding/super skunk-big skunk korean-afghani-afghani hawiiain.
Soma A+ may become the pet of the class. Short to medium in height, this 
mostly indica strain displays the bushy structure and dense buds of its Afghani 
heritage. She is a good sea of green plant since height and branching are 
easy to manage. With an extended vegetation period, Soma A+ can be 
coaxed into a larger plant, and will perform well while still being short enough 
to stay inconspicuous in an outdoor garden. 
A fast bloomer, Soma A+ finishes in about 8 weeks and wards off spider mites, 
often being the last plant still holding these pests at bay. The yield makes this 
a bud for a connoisseur rather than a commercial grower, but the ease of 
growth and the quality of the final product will make this a coveted weed to 
share with your inner circle. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: kilimanjaro-soma#1+-



flowering:10-11 weeks.
10 regular seeds:     £50.00 in stock.
breeding/super skunk-big skunk korean-big bud-afghani-hawaiiain.
Kilimanjaro formerly known as Soma 1+ lives up to it's name. This bud is quite 
large with many light red hairs and a real fruity smell. The high is very up and 
creative, a nice daytime weed. The harvest time is a little long but the yield is 
worth the wait. A very nice combination of Afghanistan, S.E. Asian, and Sativa, 
it is not for you first time growers. This strain is better for more experienced 
grower's, very medicinal! 
_________________________________________________________ 
   strain: lavender-soma#10-
flowering: 8-9 weeks.
 10 regular seeds: £50.00  in stock.
breeding/super skunk-big skunk korean-afghani hawaiiain.
 Soma #10 brings together a world of weed. Strains with histories that traverse 
Afghanistan, Hawaii, Korea, the U.S, and Europe are all melded together in 
this 3-way cross. An exotic looking strain, Soma #10 develops the darkest 
purple coloration you can imagine. The color is intense, with the leaves turning 
nearly to black at the ends, they are so deeply saturated with color. The extra 
dense buds give off a sensually spicy smell akin to Afghani hash. The high 
calyx to leaf ratio and the legginess of this plant make for simplified 
manicuring. While not as tall as the Haze strains, Soma #10 can shoot to tall 
heights when allowed an extended vegetation period before being placed into 
the flowering phase. If grown in a sea of green, Soma recommends a 
shortening the veg cycle in order to control the height. This strain will also do 
well as a multi-branched plant. Outdoors, this variety can thrive in a most 
temperate zones, although arid climates known for their rich agricultural 
promise are of course optimal. Soma #10 has a flavor that is similar to Afghani 
hash, producing a captivating high that circulates through every chakra. A 
terrific evening or rainy day smoke, Soma #10 will leave you feeling relaxed 
and mellow, possibly to the point of sleep. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Ametheyst bud.
flowering: 9-10 weeks
10 regular seeds: £50.00 in stock.
breeding/ lavender-afghani -hawaiiain.                                                     
Amethyst Bud is a mix of Lavender Bud and Afghani Hawaiian so the dark 
purple color from the purple Kush part of it's genetics comes through. This bud 
is on the smaller side but more of them and they are quite dense with many 
THC crystals visible with the naked eye. The smell is strong and pungent with 
a good high for relaxing with a good friend. Leaves a delicious taste in your 
mouth. When it looks like it's ready wait a week. 
_________________________________________________________ 
   strain: afghan delight.
flowering: 9-10 weeks.
10 regular seeds: £50.00 /$75.00  in stock.
breeding/afghani skunk-afghani hawaiiain.
Afghan Delight is the strain with the most Afghanistan genetics of any of my 
strains. A mix of Afghan skunk and Afghan Hawaiian, this strain has very wide 
leaves and a dark green color. It smells even when it's vegging and you touch 
the leaves. The buds have a white green color when they are done, and a very 
Afghani Hash smell. Nice weed for smoking in the evening. Leaves a good 
taste in your mouth. Don't pick it too early! 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:buddhas sister.
flowering: 9-10 weeks.
10 regular seeds: £50.00/$75.00 in stock.
breeding/reclinning buddah- afghani hawawiiain. 
Previously called Soma Skunk V+, this variety was renamed Buddha's sister to 
suit her tendencies and advance her appeal to Amsterdam coffeeshops. 
What's in a name? Directly after this deliciously good weed acquired a more 
intriguing name, she regularly sold out at the coffeeshops, and remains one of 
the best selling weeds available at De Dampkring. 
This sibling of Siddhartha is tall and lanky. In the cross with Afghani Hawaiian, 
she has a considerably increased yield, but less sweet taste than her other 
half, the Reclining Buddha. Buddha's sister has a flavor like a tart cherry 
candy, and the scent is similarly tart rather than sweet. The buds have a 
slippery, silky feel, which means an abundance of greasy resin to make into 
fantastic hash. She even gives a lot of finger hash that you won't want to wash 
away after grooming plants. As with all of Soma's varieties, Buddha's sister is 
medicinal quality cannabis, therapeutic for many conditions. The high is 
powerful, creative and cerebral in its effects. 
  
strain: somanna-soma-wide.
flowering: 8-9 weeks
10 regular seeds: £50.00/$75.00 in stock.
breeding/super skunk-big skunk korean-c.chinersis-afghani hawaiiain.
Somanna formerly Soma Wide+ is the only strain with cannabis Chinensis a 
type that grows in China, it has a very interesting characteristic of sometimes 
making an extra budlet on the stem of the large fan leaf. It grows quite wide in 

that the side branches really become a large part of the plant. You have to 
give it room. It has quite a nice color, limey green with very orange hairs. It 
looks a lot like the old orange bud, but tastes much better. Mellow sativa high. 
                                                                                                                       
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:  big kahuna.
flowering: 8 weeks.
10 regular seeds: £50.00/$75.00 in stock.
breeding/big bud-skunk#1-afghani-hawaiiain.
Big Kahuna is a good plant for first time grower's, it doesn't branch out too 
much and has a very large top bud. The smell is very skunky and needs very 
good smell control in your growing and drying rooms. The flowering time is 8 to 
9 weeks. It needs good ventilation as the top bud is very dense and can get 
mold on the inside, with proper ventilation it does just fine.Strong skunky 
aroma and flavor. Mellow high. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:  free tibet.
flowering: 9 weeks.
10 regular seeds: £50.00/$75.00 in stock.
breeding/tibetan-afghani-hawaiiain.
Free Tibet the first and only strain using this name beware of imitations as far 
as this strain goes there are imitations out there. The authentic Free Tibet is a 
mix of Nepalese hash plant and Afghani Hawaiian, and has a very pungent 
odor. The taste is exotic and a high that's a favorite with many of my close 
friends. It makes strong side branches so it needs some room to grow. The 
main stalk is quite sturdy. Good for outside in cold climates. 
_________________________________________________________ 
  strain: kahuna soma#9
flowering: 9-10 weeks.
10 seeds regular: £50.00/$75.00  in stock.
breeding/super skunk-bigskunk korean-jack herer- afghani.
One of Soma's favorite strains, Kahuna is a 4-way cross that brings together a 
wide set of influences for a complex high. Soma recently renamed his Soma 
#9 strain Kahuna, which is a Hawaiian title for a religious or spiritual leader 
that literally means "Keeper of the Secret." The Kahuna variety has both 
tropical influences in its parentage, and spiritually attuning effects when used. 
A medium-sized plant, Kahuna produces few side branches and a top bud that 
will impress you with its length and density. Due to the big, tight buds, 
conditions must be tended carefully for this variety. For indoor gardens, 
attention to humidity levels is key for mature buds that are mold-free. While 
recommended for indoors where variables can be controlled, outdoor growing 
is possible in reliably dry climates, although an unseasonably rainy season 
could ruin the promising look of these thick buds with insidious mold. When 
Kahuna's proper conditions are met, the yield potential is fantastic, offering a 
harvest of up to 500 g per square meter in a standard sea of green. This 
variety has shaken a little pepper into an otherwise sweet-tasting puff. . very 
sweet smelling variety with a powerful cerebral high that invites creativity. This 
is great daytime pot, complementary to most introspective activities, and 
comfortable for socializing with colleagues and friends. Kahuna offers 
medicinally valuable properties for many conditions without interfering with 
quality and clarity of one's thought.                   
 
Mr Nice
Mr nice seed bank is owned by shantibaba.and fronted by international 
wrongan Howard marks,  they have produced allmost all of the winning 
varieties  of cannabis since 1990, including legendary varieties such as 
Northern lights 5 ,silver haze , white widow and white rhino and white shark. 
_________________________________________________________ 
  strain: medicine man.
flowering: 56-63 days.
yeild:        450-600grams.
15 seeds: £59.00   in stock.
A proven medical marvel for those in need of high levels of the most active 
ingredient, THC. Almost toxic at times, so handle with care: don't abuse the 
medicine-man. It has won many awards since its introduction as the white 
rhino in the late 90's. An incredible strong genetic heritage stemming from a 
Brazilian sativa/South Indian hybrid combined with a prodigious-yield Afghani.
It is a member of the White Widow family and a proven champion for the and 
terminally ill patients. Those who prefer indoors can expect an incredibly 
resinous and compact Indica appearance from this plant. It has an expected 
flowering time of 56 to 60 days. Outdoor growers in the northern hemisphere 
can expect harvest around October and those in the southern hemisphere by 
May. The yield should be at least 600 grams a square meter. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: spice.
flowering:48-60 days
yield:500-600grams
15:seeds:£45.00 in stock.  



                She is bubbling with rapid growth and well endowed ear as her 
name suggests. Her pedigree has blossomed out of the union of a Hawaiian 
indica x Hawaiian sativa and is a stable hybrid that no curry eater can live 
without. Don't knock our Nice Spice until you have grown her to maturity. She 
is definitely better than the one that left; we have created our own Nice Spice. 
Expect yields of around 480-600 g/m2 for indoor growers, with tight nuggets. 
Expect an indoors harvest between 7-9 weeks, indoors. Outdoors in the 
northern hemisphere harvest by October, and in the southern hemisphere by 
May. Be warned of the kick that Spice gives, not to mention the mouth 
watering cascade of exotic fruit taste. Enjoy growing together. 
_________________________________________________________  
 strain: black widow.
flowering:56-65 days.
yield:350-450grams.
15 seeds:£50.00 in stock.
A most infamous strain that since 1994 has won a number of awards, including 
the High Times Cannabis Cup in 1995, and has acquired acclaim from most 
corners of the globe - rightly so. It has a pedigree of parentage that combines 
a Brazilian Sativa with a South Indian hybrid. Basically, it is White Widow 
changing its colors like its company.
It will seem evident to the cultivator that this species needs slightly more 
attention to achieve the expected results. Do not forget the necessary love and 
attention in order to get the best results.
For indoor methods the grower will find that 10 weeks of flowering will be 
necessary to realize the immense resin production. Expected yield of 350 to 
450 grams per square meter. In the northern hemisphere expect harvest 
around September/October, having planted as late as June. However, there is 
a chance that rain could reduce the expected yield.
Be Warned. This is the original true blue champion that began a whole new 
wave of breeds before it consumed its partners. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: critical mass.
yield: 650-700grams
flowering:45-55 days
15 seeds: £49.00    in stock. 
    A reworked excellent version of an old breed once known as Big Bud.
This is an absolute must for the cultivator who demands a high yield with an 
equally high stone. It is the heaviest plant currently in production for 
commercial farmers and outdoor crops and resembles the male genital 
protrusion of a giant donkey. Due to its heavy flower construction it can be 
susceptible to mold if the growing area is too humid. So be warned, and 
harvest on time. It has a genetic pedigree originating from a particularly heavy 
Afghani combined with the original Skunk#1.
An expected yield indoors would be 650-750 grams per square meter within 
50-55 days, possibly more for the experienced cultivators. If cultivated 
outdoors, expect harvest in September for the northern hemisphere and by 
March in the southern hemisphere. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: shark-shock.
yeild: 500-600 grams.
flowering: 50-56 days.
15 seeds: £45.00  in stock.
This is definitely the most successful breed of the late 90's (since its 
inauguration by Shantibaba as Great White Shark).
It has equally famous genetic heritage and has been awarded a multitude of 
cannabis cups under the names of the Peacemaker and the Great White 
Shark. It's parents are well known as White Widow (a Brazilian sativa 
combined with a south Indian hybrid) and Skunk#1. It is a pleasure to watch 
this plant grow into a densely compacted white skunk with extreme aromas 
and equally pleasurable to use. Strictly tested, but only on humans. We never 
use our products on animals.
Indoors, expect a 50-56 day flowering cycle and a yield of between 500-600 
grams per square meter. Outdoors in the northern hemisphere, harvest in 
September to early October; and in the southern hemisphere, March to early 
April.              
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:  devil.
yeild: 550-600 grams
flowering: 48-60 days.
15 seeds: £42.00 in stock.
The definitive plant for those interested in outdoors/greenhouses.Due to its 
Afghani pedigree, taste, reddish aura, and magical mind journey tendencies, 
this plant provides quite a wonderful therapy. No one can be unhappy 
possessing this nice devil (and a righteous one at that). It has a genetic make-
up of Afghan x Afghan/Skunk and shows initial slow growth until it has an 
established root ball.Then watch out, brothers and sisters! Expect to finish this 
plant in the Northern hemisphere by October and in the Southern hemisphere 
by June/July. Indoors, 8-10 weeks with a yield expected of at least 550-600 
grams per square meter. Definitely recommended for first time growers.   
_________________________________________________________ 

Strain: Shit
Breeder: Mr Nice
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 45 days
15 seeds: £ 20.00 / $ 30    in stock.
 An absolute classic and original Skunk/Afghani that has won many awards. It 
is a sure-bet for first time cultivators of interior, exterior, or glasshouse grown 
plants. The yield will be extremely substantial, with expectations between 550-
650 grams per square metre.
The finishing time will be within 45 days of the flowering's first appearance on 
the plant. Expect harvest in late September to early October in the northern 
hemisphere and in the southern hemisphere by the end of April. A proven true 
breed since the 80's.   
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Super Silver Haze
Breeder: Mr Nice
Origin: Holland
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56-70 days
15 seeds: £ 75 / $ 100   in stock  
A champion of champions since winning its hat-trick at the 1997, 1998, and 
1999 High Times Cannabis Cups and comprising the most commercial strains 
known to the uncivilized world: Skunk, NL and Haze. Such achievements 
confer an undoubtedly regal pedigree.
It's an excellent breed for those who wish to possess the stash of stashes and 
leaves one gasping for reality. Expect harvest in 8-10 weeks with top yields 
(450-550g/m2) and heavy resin production. In the northern hemisphere 
completion date would be expected by late October; in the southern 
hemisphere, late May/June.
This complex hybrid is in the cutting edge in practical Haze hybrids, designed 
to astound the grower and consumer alike. Recommendation is unnecessary 
as most people can't see the Haze for their daze. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Dreamtime
Breeder: Mr Nice
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: Varies
15 seeds: £ 20.00 -    $ 30  out of  stock. 
A selection of mixed indoor varieties of excellent parentage including Skunk, 
NL, Haze, and Afghan. Highly recommended for the first time grower or those 
that search for an economic solution to their problems. Guaranteed to turn the 
consumer on and personally recommended.
It has an 8-10 weeks flowering cycle, and yields are expected to be between 
380-550 g/m2. 
_________________________________________________________  
Strain: La Nina
Breeder: Mr Nice
Origin: Holland
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56-70 days
15 seeds: £ 55.00-  $ 80   in stock.
 A family member that had previously been kept private for The Family.
Strongly related to El Ni¦o (Bio Cup 98 HTCC), La Ni¦a manifests 
characteristics that are predictable, contrary to her name's implication. She 
has a genetic composition of Haze x White Widow, making her an inevitable 
candidate for a hot love story with her consumer. Expect her to bare her 
voluptuous resinous fruits within 8-10 weeks on a flowering stage.
Indoors, an estimated yield per square meter would be 450-550 grams. In the 
northern hemisphere, expect harvest by September; in the southern 
hemisphere, by April. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Early Queen
Breeder: Mr Nice
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 42-56 days
15 seeds: £ 30.00-  $ 40  in stock
Since the beginning of the 1990's, this three way hybrid has earned acclaim in 
the cultivators' world. It is quick to finish both indoors and outdoors and is, 
therefore, perfect for cold climate countries in the northern hemisphere.
The flowering cycle is expected to be between 6-8 weeks with indoor 
cultivation. Expect harvest time in the northern hemisphere as early as 
September and in the southern hemisphere by March. The yields will surprise 
the victims. The genetic composition of this breed stems from early Californian 
blends mixed with a touch of Mexican.
So, Signor Cultivator, enjoy your Early Queen and her fruits like a happy 
farmer should Real early, real juicy, and the real thing.      
_________________________________________________________ 



 Strain: WalkAbout
Breeder: Mr Nice
Origin: Holland 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering:55-65 days days
15 seeds: £ 20.00-   $ 30      in stock.
A selection of mixed outdoor varieties with all genetics of supreme sources 
including Thai, Haze, India, early Skunks, Mexicans, and New Guinea.
Highly recommended for those in need of walkabout.
A guaranteed recipe for outdoors or greenhouse cultivators, with its range of 
early finishes and a few late flowers. 

Spice of Life Seeds       
Spice of Life features unique Canadian and Dutch genetics, using only the 
highest quality breeding stock to bring you new flavors. All plants are now 
selected by Breeder Steve in Switzerland greenhouses for the largest parental 
selection anywhere! "After a bit of a hiatus, we're back and better than ever. 
We hear you missed us and wanted us back and so it is that we're returning to 
the old menu to strut our stuff and be whisked around the world on jets to 
exotic locales for a life of luxuriating in marvelous gardens. If you have a 
marvelous garden all of the sisters and cousins would love to come for a visit 
and stay as long as you'll keep us. You might decide you need more room; 
you'll love us all so much.
We hope you'll respect our preferred dietary requirements. We are 
accustomed to dining on the finest of biological excrement and simply adore 
the tingle of beneficial microbial action on our roots. Please, no harsh 
chemicals. We don't like synthetics!.
Breeder Steve will be releasing many varieties from the 'Spice of Life' 
catalogue later this year, so keep checking back! 
  
Sweet Tooth #3 (fourth generation, 3rd Backcross to Sweet Pink Grapefruit 
mother.
This Sweet Tooth is the result of one backcross line wherein the goal in 
searching the father was an emphasis on the taxonomy and aroma of the 
original SPG mother. The Grapefruit is a true favorite among growers and 
consumers. It is possibly the most cultivated strain among commercial 
producers in Vancouver. The preceding BX2 seed that the father was selected 
from produced quite homogenous grapefruit-like plants, this generation should 
be suitable for crossing. The plant is high yielding for a Sweet Tooth yet 
retains the exceptional candied sweetness this strain is famous for. A beautiful 
plant with a beautiful taste and a positive vibration. A smiling high is 
guaranteed from these heady flowers. The plants are quite hardy and easy to 
grow, and prefer a drier finishing time, as the buds become fat enough for 
mold to be of concern. These chunky monkeys often require staking but in a 
windy location they should be stout enough to hold their own (significant) 
weight. Does well as a small bush but will become a large bush given 
adequate growth parameters. Whether this is an exceptional commercial strain 
or head stash is for you to decide. I truly hope you enjoy these plants as much 
as I do. 
Indoors Flowering: 8wks
Outdoors: mid.Oct 
Indoors Yield: Way Above Average (easily 500gms per meter)
Outdoors: Above Average 
12 seeds £45.00    $72.00   in stock.                   
_________________________________________________________ 
spice of life adventure mix 
 lot of Sweet Tooth... Shishkeberry, Blue Domino, Big Treat, California Dream, 
Tropical Treat, Jack Herer, Ortega, Strawberry, M39 - all hit with a Sweet 
Tooth.  These male plants were put around the perimeter of the last Sweet 
Tooth garden specifically for a lovely Adventure Mix.  If you are just looking for 
some new mothers and aren't as concerned with pedigree, you will find a wide 
variety of very original plants in here. 
 strain: adventure mix
indoor/outdoor/gh
flowering: varies
12 seeds: £15.00   $24.00   out of stock . 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: L.U.I. (legends ultimate indica).
flowering: 8-9 weeks.
10 seeds: £39.00  in stock.
The "LegendsUltimate Indica" is a combination of our two most favorite 
indica's. This F1 hybrid was mothered by a previously unreleased Ortega plant 
from California. The Ortega's heavy indica traits shone through with its' tight 
buds and extremely stoney finish. The father, a second backcross Sweet 
Tooth from Spice of Life Seeds, adds the sweet and pungent flavor Breeder 
Steve strains are know for.  
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Blockhead 

Breeder: Spice of Life
Origin: Pacific North/West
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering:  8 weeks
12 seeds: £ 35.00   In Stock   
This is a new addition to Spice of Life Seeds. The mother was selected from 
seed developed by one crazy yanqui. The exact origins are somewhat of a 
mystery. It is strong pot. The feminized mothers were fairly homogenous, 
although from several of the line, and another more extreme sativa. This 
mother had indica-like buds on a sativa sized plant. Crossed with the same 
SwT father as Sweet Tooth #3, I am sure you find it distinctly different from 
anything on the market. It should probably not even be on the market as it 
encourages psychosis. Not good for unstable folks! It has been known to 
magnify neurotic behaviour.
Yield Indoors: good 
Yield Outdoors: very good 
Flowering Period Indoors: 56 days 
Finishing Time Outdoors: mid Oct. 50°N              
_________________________________________________________  
 Strain: Sweet Tooth #4 (no image yet)
Breeder: Spice of Life
Origin: Pacific North/West
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 8 weeks
12 seeds: £ 45 / $ 70   In Stock                 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: rockaberry
breeder: spice of life
origin:
indoor/outdoor/ greenhouse.
flowering : 8 weeks
12 seeds £40.00 / $60  in stock.
The Rockaberry is the result of pollinating a Moonshine Rocket Fuel(Blue 
VelvetXBlue Moonshine) with Shishkaberry pollen. The plants are strikingly 
odd, and most will have mauve colouring throughout the light greenbuds. 
Many will exhibit golfball-like buds that are some of the most dense nuggets 
you will find. On average they will be done by 8 weeks flowering. They can get 
a bit too tall for my liking, and I found I was training most of them sideways at 
the top. You will find the bud very unusual, with a very Blue family taste. 
breeder steve.
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : blue satellite #2       no pic yet
flowering :
12 seeds £ 79.00   $120.00  in stock. (limited supply) 
{"A rare a exquisite blueberry sativa mother has been seeded with our easiest 
to grow, best yeilding sweet tooth male. The same pollen used to create the 
sweet tooth#3 has now bounced back into orbit with an ancestral cross, as the 
sweet tooth #1 obtained 50% of its genitics from a resinous Blueberry male.An 
unforgetable plant , they wil not be mistaken for anything else. All plants have 
purple stocks.A good yielder fininshing early oct after 8 weeks flowering.} 

Homegrown fantasies
Homegrown Fantaseeds is a sister company to the very successful 
Amsterdam Coffeeshop, Homegrown Fantasy. The Fantaseeds seed company 
broke onto the scene in a big way, winning the 1997 Cannabis Cup for overall 
seedbank quality. Low prices and massively good weed make this collection 
one of the most popular in recent years.                           
_________________________________________________________  
strain: original misty.
flowering: 56-63 days
10 seeds: £35.00 out of stock. sorry , soon come.
this is one sexy lady, a truly beautiful plant , bustling with thc glands a top 
producer in terms of yeild gourment taste and  a sweet aroma.                 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: silver blue.
flowering: 56-63 days.
10 seeds: £40.00  in stock.
from the (Silver Pearl÷ and (Blueberry÷ families. The Silver Blue is the (Big 
Bud÷ of the white weed varieties. This variety is highly resinous and has a high 
thc content with top quality taste.  The calyxThe plant grows strong and sturdy 
with broad- shaped leaves, which makes it easy to manage and maintain in all 
climates. It is a must for the novice gardener. The (Silver Blue÷ has a high bud 
to stem ratio: with it¦s strong aromatic smell and full- bodied buds, also makes 
it a cash croppers paradise. Coming from the stock of HGF¦s (Haze÷ man, the 
(Silver Blue÷ is a pleasure to grow and a pleasure to blow. es are medium to 
large. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: flashback.
flowering: 56-63 days



10 seeds: £25.00 in stock.
Flash Back is the variety for inside, outside and greenhouse. This variety will 
grow under any circumstances and produce a nice bud. It is an early flowering 
Sativa/Indica hybrid. Gives beautiful tall fat tops. When grown outside it shows 
a little purple in the end. It has a real sweet aroma and an uplifting Sativa High. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: fourway.
flowering. 56- 60 days.
10 seeds: £20.00  out of stock, sorry soon come.
25% Indica, 25% Ruderalis, 25% Northern Lights and 25% Skunk #1 equals 
Fourway #1. Looks a lot like an Indica, strong and easy to grow. A very high 
yield, good buds and minimum of leaves. Soft taste and an excellent high. 
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: eclipse.
flowering: 56-70 days
10 seeds: £35.00 in stock.
A new variety, mostly Indica with a sweet taste, our version of the bubble gum/ 
bubble berry famous by American clients. This is one for the young and the 
young at heart. One of the fruitiest tastes there is. 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: homegrown fantasy.
flowering: 56-70 days.
10 seeds. £35.00 in stock.
This variety retains the sugar coating of all the white strains, but has even 
larger trichomes bulging out from stems and buds. This was achieved by 
crossing an outstanding afghan (12 years in development) and a white widow. 
This has improved the plants hardiness and flavor, and made the buds denser 
still.If you appreciate the hard-hitting stone of the "white"strains, but are tired of 
the sour old taste it sometimes gives, well, this is the one for you.                  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: skunk red hair.
flowering: 56-63 days
10 seeds: £15.00  out of stock , sorry, soon come.
The variety which made indoor growing possible since 1985. It's still the 
growers favorite. Under the right conditions it's even tastier outdoors.             
______________________________________________________________ 
strain: Afghani.
flowering: 56-63 days.
10 seeds:  £25.00 in stock.
This is one the most potent varieties, well known with growers, and never a 
disappointment. 100% Indica with very wide leaves. Our Afghan was 12 years 
in development. I t has the vigor and yield typical of Afghani's, but a much 
improved taste. The trichomes contain so much THC they look like they are 
going to burst. Perfect for cross breeding to add strength, vitality and yield to 
your old "played out" strains. Heavy THC buds.Some plants turn purple during 
harvest time. Strong high and a good yield. A must for Indica fans and a real 
heavy hitter.                                                                                                         
 _________________________________________________________ 
strain:  N/L shiva.
flowering:  56-63 days
10 seeds: £25.00  out of stock, sorry soon come.
This cross has many fans. It was the starting point for many of the special 
"White Strains". Retained that super Shiva taste, but the stone is something 
else. Mix of two of the best kinds, very dense buds. A very pretty lady if you 
had to have a photo of just one plant. This is it.                                      
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Purple Power
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £15.00. $24.00
out of  stock.  sorry.              
Purple colored buds, wonderful magical fragrance, lots of THC, fast growing 
and early flowering make this an ideal outdoor choice, lots of purple buds with 
a nice mellow high to remind you of summertime. Grows very quickly, not 
suitable for indoors. This a very unique plant, grows like a typical indica with 
sativa influence, that's noticeable in the high when smoking it. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Early Girl
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands 
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £ 18.00  out of Stock        sorry, soon come.            
Indica X Sativa mix: This plant will start to flower, usually within 8 weeks 
without the need for less hours of sunlight, so you're sure of a harvest, not 
much smell but some tight buds and a nice layer of THC make this plant a 
good choice for the discreet outdoor gardener. 
_________________________________________________________ 

Strain: Mango
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £ 25.00  out ofStock                                
Mango is a 100% Indica crossbreed with a H#1 KC 33 and our Afghani. Real 
favorite amongst growers and smokers, beautiful plant to see and a smooth 
taste. Your fully aware that you have a real potent plant in your garden.
Try this outside for something that will really impress your friends. One of the 
best tasting Outdoor strains.
_________________________________________________________
Strain: First Lady
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £ 40.00     In Stock                   
This is the queen mother of the White Widow strain. The most appreciated and 
rewarded sort of the last few years in Holland. And as the name suggest, 
totally white with crystals. Always places high in the various cannabis 
competitions, and took 2nd prize (Hydro) High Life '98.
Very soft taste and a cool high. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: K2
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £ 25.00   In Stock                            
It's the little sister of the White Widow Bio, short plant ideal for people with little 
space. Very soft taste and decent high. Grown very much by local growers, a 
perfect compromise between quality and yield.
Strongly favored by Hydro growers. Very good yield.
_________________________________________________________
Strain: B-52
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Holland
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 49 days
10 seeds: £ 25.00  In Stock                    
This plant is a truly superior Skunk breed that grows some very heavy buds.
Ideal for the commercial Skunk grower. As with other Skunk varieties, this one 
also has a superior and a sweet taste that make you detect the sativa 
influence. A super fast Skunk strain. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Blue Haze
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: USA / Holland
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56-70 days
10 seeds: £ 45.00 In Stock                      
A unique cross between the homegrown haze and the blueberry, with a classy 
sweet musky taste with a strong stone. The growing characteristics are of the 
body of the indica, with the length of the sativa. An easy plant with a strong 
touch of Sativa. 
_________________________________________________________
Strain: Millennium
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Holland
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 56-70 days
10 seeds: £ 35.00  In Stock                       
Millenium is the plant for the future. It is mostly an Indica. This plant can yield 
upto 600 grams per square meter. Grown close packed, this sea of green style 
will produce huge colas. You will need to support these plants due to their 
height and weight. 
_________________________________________________________
Strain: Armageddon-47
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Holland
Indoor / Outdoor / GH
Flowering: 47 days
10 seeds: £ 45.00  In Stock                       
A mostly sativa strain. Our version of the famous "one hit wonder". Won 
several prizes in the 90's. Super Sativa high. Grows and flowers real fast for a 
sativa. 
_________________________________________________________
Strain: Outdoor Mix
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds



Origin: Netherlands
Outdoor
Flowering: varies days
10 seeds: £ 30.00  In Stock
_________________________________________________________
Strain: Indoor Mix
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands
Indoor
Flowering: varies days
10 seeds: £ 30.00  In Stock                           
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Caramella
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands
Outdoor
Flowering: 56-63 days
10 seeds: £ 30.00   In Stock                      
This variety is a stable homogeneous, with big fat tops, long cola's with a 
lovely fresh caramel smell. This variety has been bred for the last 15 years 
with lots of success. This Indica/Sativa hybrid is crossed back and selected on 
taste and a high calyx/leaf ratio. Good yield, uplifting high, easy to grow and a 
lot of crystals, a beautiful plant. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Jan Herer
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands
Indoor
Flowering: 56-70 days
10 seeds: £ 45.00  In Stock                      
a Jack Herer hybrid. If you are a Jack Herer fan but found it a nightmare to 
grow, this is the plant for you. Much faster to grow and more predictable than 
Jack Herer. A fresh taste and a strong sativa influenced high. Has attracted a 
lot of interest amongst growers everywhere. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Purple High
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands 
Outdoor
Flowering: 42-56 days
10 seeds: £ 20.00   out of Stock  sorry.              
Original Dutch outdoor variety, strong plant. Almost all plants turn a rich 
purple, sticky with T.H.C. Very easy to grow, early finish. 100% Indica, 
unusually fragrant smell. Tastes a little rough, but delivers a clear and sharp 
high. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Skunk Special
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands
Indoor
Flowering: 56-70 days
10 seeds: £ 30.00   In Stock                               
Related to the Skunk #1, it has the qualities of big heavy buds and lots of 
crystals. As the name suggests, something special amongst the skunk family. 
Very heavy stoned and the heaviest yield of all our skunk varieties. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Shiva Afghani
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands
Indoor
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £ 30.00   In Stock                   
Another old Ed Special, his last gift to the Dutch seed trade before leaving 
Europe. Fast flowering, above average yield and all branches bud up to their 
full length. Good to grow just about anywhere but especially good outside in a 
warmer climate. It's extremely resinous buds create a unique spacey high.
 _________________________________________________________
Strain: Kamamist
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds
Origin: Netherlands 
Indoor
Flowering: 56-70 days
10 seeds: £ 45.00 in stock    
Kamamist Pure sativa, really strong high. In appearance similar to South-East 
Asian strains of the 1970's. The buds are a bit fluffy, so not so much 
weight.Commercialy, it's not too interesting, but for your personal stash, it's 
one to have. So energizing that you can't sleep. 
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: Super Crystal
Breeder: Homegrown Fantaseeds

Origin: Netherlands
Indoor
Flowering: 56 days
10 seeds: £ 45.00  In Stock             
This is the strain that took everyone by surprise at the High Times 
Cup.Undisputed favorite amongst the judges, won us best seed company and 
a lot of friends. One of the celebrity judges said " A real golden nugget, hit me 
across the back of the head like a 2"by 4" I did not think I could get higher until 
I smoked Super Crystal, A super shiva mix with 75 % Indica with a strong 
oriental taste, With this low and compact plant you'll grow a real beauty. 

Flying Dutchman seeds
the Flying dutchman brought over pure true breeding strains like Early 
California, Thai, Mexican and Silver Haze from Columbia, Afghan and South 
African seeds. Most importantly he brought over a few crosses that he had 
already made himself, including the very first Skunk Number One which is a 
Columbian, Mexican, Afghan cross. This earnt him his present nickname THE 
SKUNK MAN.  
_________________________________________________________ 
Thai-tanic.
Developed : Thailand, USA, Holland, F-1 hybrid Sativa / Indica :Mostly Sativa 
Appearance :Very resinous, thick heavy buds 
Smell / taste :Typical Thai, with Skunk undertones
High / strength :Extremely strong, a clear up high 
Yield per m2 :High 
Sowing time :May / June Outdoor 
harvest :November (Holland) 
Flowering period :9 - 12 weeks (12 hrs indoor)
Don't panic, this one will only take you up and up and up! A very compact 
Sativa variety, classic chocolate Thai smell and taste. The Skunk father 
dominates only in fast maturation, high yields and general vigour. A heavy 
crystal producer that is extremely potent with a trippy cerebral high.
11 seeds: £26.00     $39.00   in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
fumar con dios.
11 seeds: £30.00   $48.00 in stock.
Developed : Holland, F-1 hybrid 
Sativa / Indica : 75 % / 25 % 
Appearance : Sativa looking, very resinous
Smell / taste : Superior, fruity sweet taste
High / strength : Clear spiritual energetic
high Yield per m2 : 
Good Sowing time : May / June 
Outdoor harvest : October / November (Holland) 
Flowering period : 9 - 12 weeks (12 hrs indoor) 
Enjoy the Fruit of the Gods.
Pure Haze smell, pure Haze taste, pure Haze effect. The Skunk father keeps 
the height down and the maturation time to within 12 weeks. He also pumps 
up the yields to a respectable 300 grammes per square metre. This powerful 
Haze comes highly recommended for impatient Haze lovers. Only one 
generation removed from the original Haze of the 1970's.
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain : the pure.
Developed : USA,
 stabilized hybrid Sativa / Indica : 75 % / 25 %
 Appearance : Big flowers, limegreen to gold 
Smell / taste : Sweet smell, full, satisfying taste 
High / strength : Very strong, cerebral/physical
Yield per m2 : Very high Sowing time : May / June
Outdoor harvest : October (Holland) 
Flowering period : 8 weeks (12 hrs indoor) 
The one and only Original Skunk # 1. 
Large yields can be expected from this variety, The Pure is extremely 
homogenous, and is perfectly adapted for all growing methods. Whether she is 
being grown indoors, in a greenhouse or in the great outdoors, the Pure is a 
strain that expresses the best of both it's Sativa and Indica heritage.  
11 seeds. £18 .95    $29.00    in  stock  
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: Early durban 
Developed : S. Africa, California, Holland
 F-1 hybrid Sativa / Indica : Mostly Sativa
Appearance : Lots of branches with sticky buds
Smell / taste : Leaning towards the Durban side
 High / strength : Very strong, mentally and physically
Yield per m2 : Very high Sowing time : May / June
Outdoor harvest : Early October (Holland)
Flowering period : 8 weeks (12 hrs indoor) Early, easy and powerful. Feels 
happy growing outdoors. 



As comfortable outdoors in most temperate regions as indoors, Early Durban 
is a tough plant that will reward the grower with high yields quickly, mostly 
Sativa in nature with a cerebral/physical effect and an Aniseed taste.
  11 seeds   £21.95    $34.00  out of stock
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: kerala krush.
Developed : USA / Holland
Sativa / Indica : Mostly Sativa
Appearance : Slender sativa type
 Smell / taste : Sweet and fruity
High / strength : Very potent, cerebral
 Yield per m2 : High
 Sowing time : May / June Outdoor harvest : October / November (Holland)
Flowering period : 9- 11 weeks (12 hrs indoor) 
Extremely vigorous Sativa variety! 
An extremely vigorous Sativa crossing of the highest calibre, a medium tall 
plant with good yields for a Sativa. The Skunk father boosts fast maturation 
without interfering with the high or taste of the pure South Indian Sativa. Very 
smooth complex taste and smell with a clear cerebral high.
11 seeds  £25.00    $39.00  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
starin: afghanica.
Developed : Afghanistan, Holland,
F-1 hybrid Sativa / Indica : Mostly Indica
Appearance : Very resinous, heavy buds 
Smell / taste : Sweet taste. Thick and greasy
High / strength : Very strong, physical 
Yield per m2 : High
Sowing time : May / June Outdoor harvest : October (Holland) 
Flowering period : 8 weeks (12 hrs indoor) 
Protecting the real Afghani values! 
Dominant Afghan taste, form and quality of high coupled with dominant Skunk 
yield, vigour and general potency gives you the cream of the crops. Heavy 
compact buds that drip with resin in the heat. Heavy stone. Good for many 
medical applications.
11 seeds £29.00    $46.00    in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : pineapples punch.
Developed: USA, Holland 
Sativa / Indica: Mostly Sativa 
Appearance: Sativa type with thick heavy buds
Smell / taste: Truly superior, sweet taste
High / strength: Tropical salad bar very strong 
Yield per m2:high 
Sowing time: May / June Outdoor harvest: End of October (Holland) 
Flowering period: 9 - 10 weeks (12 hrs indoor) 
A taste of the tropics! 
A specially selected Real Mc Coy crossed back to a Skunk#1 daddy, to offer 
the chance for wider genetic diversity for those who love the Hawaiian. A little 
more chunky and Skunky than the Real McCoy, with a distinctive pineapple 
taste and smell. Very cerebral in effect. A great strain to cross with the Real 
McCoy and/or other extreme Sativa types.
11 seeds £35.00   $55.00  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: pot of gold.
Developed: Hawaii, USA, Holland, 
F-1 hybrid Sativa / Indica: Primarily Indica 
Appearance: Extremily resinous flowers and leaves 
Smell / taste: Smells and tastes like sweet hashish 
High / strength: Positive high, very strong 
Yield per m2: Very high Sowing time: May / June Outdoor harvest: October 
(Holland)
Flowering period: 8 - 10 weeks (12 hrs indoor) 
A money maker, honey shaker, A true resin bomb! 
Compact plants that produce massive yields, also one of the most resinous 
strains in our selection. Pot Of Gold is one of the flagships of the Flying 
Dutchmen seed company. With a refined sweet Hashish taste and an 
extremely potent physical effect this strain will leave you stuck to your seat for 
hours. Good for many medical applications.
11 seeds £35.00   $56.00   in stock  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: californian sunrise
Developed : USA / Holland,
 F-1 hybrid Sativa / Indica :60 % /40 % 
Appearance : Very resinous flowers
Smell / taste : Sweet and sour smell and taste 
High / strength : An upper, very strong
Yield per m2 : High 
Sowing time : May / June Outdoor harvest : August / October
 (Holland)

 Flowering period : 7 - 9 weeks (12 hrs indoor)  
 A fast maturing variety, suitable to grow in most temperate regions. 
Reminiscent of the good old days this cross is a real original. Large yields with 
a sweet citrus aroma and taste.
11 seeds £25.00     $39.00    in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : royal orange.
Developed : California, Holland, F-1 hybrid
Sativa / Indica : Mostly Indica 
Appearance : Very resinous 
Smell / taste : Candy store sweet 
High / strength : Strong physical with a clear high
Yield per m2 : High
Sowing time : May / June Outdoor harvest : End October (Holland)
 Flowering period : 9 - 11 weeks (12 hrs indoor) A real Royal treat.
This crossing was made with only quality in mind. The best selected from 
10,000 happened to take a little longer to mature but worth the wait. This 
mostly Indica variety truly comes from royal stock. With a candy store smell 
and taste and a potent physical high. Perfect for lazy daze in the sun.
11 seeds £28.95   $45.00 in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : mixed sativa diva,s
Developed: Varies, F-1 hybrids Sativa / Indica:
Sativa Appearance: Mix 
Smell / taste: Mix High / 
strength: Mix 
Yield per m2: High 
Sowing time: May / June Outdoor harvest: October / November (Holland) 
Flowering period: 9 - 12 weeks (12 hrs indoor)
Many different varieties of mothers, a good gene mix for selections.
A delicious selection from the Flying Dutchmen. All the quality you have come 
to expect from us but in a mixed bag. Selected from our top breeding line 
seeds, big juicy Sativa's. Different mothers bred with the same father. For 
those who love variety this is the spice.
12 seeds:Mixed Sativa Diva's (12 seeds consisting of 4 Thai Tanic, 4 Swazi 
Safari and 4 Fuma Con Dios)
£22.00  $35.00  out ofstock.
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain: Hayleys comet.
Developed: USA / Holland
Sativa / Indica: 60% / 40%
Appearance: Heavy buds, orange to gold at harvest
Smell / taste: Sweet citrus smell and taste
High / strength: Strong physical / cerebral 
Yield per m2: High Sowing time: May / June
Outdoor harvest: Late august / late September
 (Holland) Flowering period: 7 - 8 weeks (12 hrs indoor) Fast heavy and easy 
to grow!
An early Early Californian variety crossed with the Skunk #1,very homogenous 
fast maturing variety, suitably to grow outdoors. In many temperate regions. A 
large percentage of the plants trigger into flower at the slightest reduction of 
photoperiod. Haley’s Comet has a sweet citrus taste and smell with a well 
balanced physical/cerebral high. High yielding and easy to grow.
11 seeds  £33.00   $50 out of stock. . 
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: The Real Mc Coy.
 Developed: Hawaii, USA, Holland, 
F-1 hybrid Sativa / Indica: 60 % / 40 %
Appearance: Looks like Sativa 
Smell / taste: Fruity, spicy 
High / strength: Strong, cerebral 
Yield per m2: Good 
Sowing time: May / June Outdoor harvest: November (Holland) 
Flowering period: 10 - 12 weeks (12 hrs indoor) 
A perfect balance of sweet, spicy… it can’t be described by words alone!
A very special cross for the true connoisseur, a wonderfully sweet and spicy 
bouquet and taste that can only be described as smoking a tropical salad bar. 
Tingly on the tongue, soft on the throat and high in the brain, The Real McCoy 
reaches the parts other weed can not reach. Grown properly yields can 
exceed 300 grammes per square metre.
11 seeds £35.00  $55  in stock
_________________________________________________________  
strain Swazi Safari:
Developed: S. Africa, USA, Holland,
F-1 hybrid Sativa / Indica: A very special cross, mostly sativa Appearance: 
Very resinous long buds 
Smell / taste: Fairly sweet with a hashy bite
High / strength: Very clear up high, very strong 
Yield per m2: Good 
Sowing time: May / June Outdoor harvest: October / November (Holland) 



Flowering period: 9 - 11 weeks (12 hrs indoor) 
Be careful, this is a real African bush adventure!n : 
A perfectly balanced Sativa cross, a slender plant that matures to carry sweet 
heavy buds. The taste is similar to Original Haze but a little sweeter like good 
hashish. With fairly good yields and a crystal clear, energizing high, this cross 
is perfect for adding clarity to your cosmic thoughts.
11 seeds £35.00  $ 55  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain : Artic sun .
Developed: Holland
Sativa / Indica: 60 % / 40 % 
Appearance: White, extremely resinous
Smell / taste: Pungent, greasy with skunk undertones
High / strength: Physical, Cerebral 
Yield per m2: Very high Sowing time: May / June Outdoor harvest: October 
(Holland) 
Flowering period: 8 - 10 weeks (12 hrs indoor)
Good for medical applications 
A marriage of old and new world genetics. Mostly Sativa with long, dense and 
crystal ladened buds. High yielding and extremely potent. The high is both 
physical and cerebral in nature with a pungent smell and taste perfect for 
medical applications.
11 seeds £35.00  $ 55   in stock.           
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : Haze mist.
Developed: USA, Holland 
Sativa / Indica: Almost pure Sativa 
Appearance: Sativa looking, very resinous 
Smell / taste: Sweet and spicy 
High / strength: Clear, energetic, extremely potent 
Yield per m2: High 
Sowing time: May / June Outdoor harvest: November (Holland) 
Flowering period: 10 - 14 weeks (12 hrs indoor) A pure Sativa diva!
The balance between the potency and sweetness of the Kerala with the 
spicyness and soaring cerebral high of the Original Haze are perfectly 
expressed in this almost pure Sativa cross. For patient Haze lovers only, a 
very special cross that will reward the grower with a product that is 
unsurpassed in recent history. Good yield for an almost pure Sativa. South 
Indian is one of the main building blocks that was used to make the Original 
Haze back in the 70’s.
11 seeds £40.00  $60   in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Fuma Con Diablos.
Developed: Holland,
 F-1 hybrid Sativa / Indica: 75 % / 25 % 
Appearance: Sativa looking
Smell / taste: Superior, sweet taste 
High / strength: Clear spiritual energetic high
Yield per m2: High 
Sowing time: May / June Outdoor harvest: October / November (Holland) 
Flowering period: 9 - 12 weeks (12 hrs indoor) A very potent haze variety!
The tables are turned, our 25% T.H.C. Skunk #1 mother crossed with our pure 
Original Haze father. Very potent Haze dominan strain, perfect for a breeding 
project with Fumar Con Dios or The Original Haze.
 11 seeds £ 40.00   $60  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain :  The Original Haze.
Developed: Pure breeding Sativa / Indica: Pure Sativa 
Appearance: Very resinous, heavy buds 
Smell / taste: Sweet and sour 
High / strength: Very potent, clear up, energetic high 
Yield per m2: Good Sowing time: May / June Outdoor harvest: End of 
December (Holland) 
Flowering period: 12 - 16 weeks (12 hrs indoor) Special breeding stock.
The only original pure haze available.
We have worked with this variety in Holland for almost 20 years now. It is the 
base for all the Haze you can find here in Holland. Since being stabilized in the 
late 70's The Original Haze has never been hybridized. Perfect for breeding 
projects due to it's pure breeding status. For commercial growers this strain is 
not recommended due to it's size and long maturation time. Very potent with 
an energetic cerebral high.
11 seeds £50.00   $80  in stock. 

High Quality Seeds
These fabulous Dutch Seeds are well known for their excellent quality.
They have been cultivated for medical use
sold in packs of 11 seeds.
  
  Northern Pride  99%  femail seeds.

Origin: California 
Type: Pure line 
Consists of : 100% indica 
Flowering time : 8 weeks 
Environment: Outside/Indoor/greenhouse 
Appearance: One of the most popular sorts of Northern Lights #5 selection. 
Height: Medium 
Yield: +/-500 gram 
Taste: Like all Northern Lights 
Harvesting time : beginning of november 
Notes: Very resistent to illness 
Euro 92,00 (£ 57.99)  $92.00  in stock                       
_________________________________________________________ 
 White Pearl   99% female seeds.
Origin: Holland 
Type: F1 hybride 
Consist of : 50% indica and 50% sativa 
Flowering time : 8 weeks 
Environment: Outside/Indoor/greenhouse 
Appearance: Tops are white from THC, even the bigger leaves on tops 
Height: Medium 
Yield: +/- 400 gram 
Taste: Excellent high, soft taste 
Harvesting time : end of october 
Notes: Plant with large tops 
Winnerr Highlife cup 
Categorie: Outdoor Euro 114,00 (£ 71.99) in stock.                               
_________________________________________________________ 
white widow.
 Origin: Holland
Composition: The crossover is the grower's secret! 
Flowering-Time: 8-10 weeks indoor, outside 10-14 weeks 
Environment: Outside/Indoor/greenhouse 
Appearance: very strong plant with big leaves 
Height: inside: 60-75 cm, outside 1.50 - 2.00 m 
Yield: 150-200 gr. 
Harvest-Time: end of October 
Notes: This very strong plant has an extremely high quality. Note of the 
growers: please do not overfeed this plant. 
Euro 41,00 (£ 25.99)   in stock       
_________________________________________________________ 
white rose.
Origin: Holland 
Type: Skunk x white widow 
Consists of: 90% indica and 10% sativa 
Flowering time : 8 weeks 
Environment: Outside/Indoor/greenhouse 
Appearance: Lots of THC 
Yield: 500-600 gram 
Taste: Sweet with lots of THC 
Euro 47,00 (£ 29.99) in stock.             
_________________________________________________________ 
 Original Haze x Skunk  

Origin: California 
Type: F1 Hybrid 
Composition: 12.5% indica, 87.5% sativa 
Flowering-Time: 8-12 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: The plant has slender leaves 
Smell/Taste: Sweet-sour taste 
Height: Tall 
Yield: 200-500 gr 
Harvest-Time: ± 10 October 
Notes: The plant combines the good qualities of both strains, among others a 
high yield.  Some specimens will have a very high THC-content. 
Euro 12,00 (£ 7.99)  $13.00     in stock  
_________________________________________________________
Northernlight  
Origin: California 
Type: Hybrid 
Composition: 90% indica, 10% sativa 
Flowering-Time: 8-10 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: Short, strong plants 
Smell/Taste: Tasty, spicy buds 
Height: 100-125 cm. 
Yield: 200-500 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 15 October 
Notes: A very strong plant 



Euro 24,00 (£ 16.50)      $26.00 in stock.
_________________________________________________________
 Original Highway Delight  
Origin: California 
Type: Hybrid 
Composition: 75% indica, 25% sativa 
Flowering-Time: 8-12 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: A solid and strong plant 
Smell/Taste: A soft and sweet high 
Height: Medium 
Yield: 200-500 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 15 October 
Notes: A blend of Northern Light and Skunk 
Euro 18,00 (£ 11.99) in stock.                    
_________________________________________________________ 
South African Durban Poison x Skunk  
Origin: South Africa and California 
Type: F1 hybrid 
Composition: 12.5 % indica, 87.5% sativa 
Flowering-Time: 8-10 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: The plant has long, sticky buds and many branches 
Smell/Taste: High, soft taste 
Height: Medium tall 
Yield: 200-500 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 10 October 
Euro 24,00 (£ 15.99) in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
  Bob Marley's Best  
Origin: Holland
Type: F1 hybrid 
Composition: 50% indica, 50% sativa 
Flowering-Time: 8-10 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: A nice, bushy plant 
Smell/Taste: A delicious smell. Irie, Irie! 
Height: Medium 
Yield: 200-600 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 10 October with full moon 
Notes: The most happy seeds in the world! 
The seeds have been selected thoroughly. 
The absolute top! 
These seeds are recommended for inside and outside cultivation. 
Because of their early flowering property these seeds are well suited for 
outside cultivation.
 Euro 30,00    (£ 18.99)     $ 29.00   in stock.                               
_________________________________________________________ 
  Purple Tops   
Origin: Holland 
Type: Skunk 
Composition: 100% indica 
Flowering time: 9 weeks 
Environment: fit for indoor, outdoor and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: big firm plant with purple tops 
Height: 100-250 cm 
Yield: 500-500 gram 
Smell/Taste: fresh taste 
Harvest-Time: September 
Because of their early flowering property these seeds are well suited for 
outside cultivation.

11 seeds £ 17.50     $28.00  in stock,   
_________________________________________________________ 
    South India x Skunk  
Origin: India and California 
Type: Stabilized hybrid 
Composition: 12.5% indica, 87.5% sativa 
Flowering-Time: 9-12 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: A solid and strong plant 
Smell/Taste: South India has a sweet smell and taste 
Height: Medium 
Yield: Average 200-500 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 15 October
 Euro 12,00 (£ 7.99)  $13.00  in stock ,    
_________________________________________________________ 
 Durban Poison Amazing Special  
Origin: South Africa 
Type: Early, pure sativa 

Composition: 100% sativa 
Flowering-Time: 8-10 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: Durban Poison has large, tall flowers with a lot of resin 
Smell/Taste: A sweet, liquory smell 
Height: Tall 
Yield: 200-500 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 25 September 
Notes: These seeds are recommended for inside and outside cultivation. 
Because of their early flowering property these seeds are well suited for 
outside cultivation.  Euro 27,00 (£ 16.99)  $25   in stock    
_________________________________________________________ 
  Original Big Bud Super Skunk  
Origin: Holland 
Type: Homogeneous 
Composition: Mainly indica 
Flowering-Time: 8-10 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: A favourable flower/leaf ratio 
Smell/Taste: Remarkably sweet, with a strong up 
Height: Medium 
Yield: Up to 1,000 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 10 October 
Notes: The absolute bestseller, a must for the commercial grower. 
These seeds are recommended for inside and outside cultivation. 
Because of their early flowering property these seeds are well suited for 
outside cultivation.
Euro 30,00   (£ 18.99)    $27.00  in stock,       
_________________________________________________________ 
 Ghandi  
Origin: Holland 
Type: South I ndia x skunk 
Consists of: 80% indica and 20% sativa 
Flowering time : 9 weeks 
Environment: Outside/Indoor/greenhouse 
Appearance: Big firm plant 
Height: 100-250 cm 
Yield: 200-500 gram 
Taste: Very delicious sweet taste 
Harvesting time : 1-15 october
 Euro 47,00 (£ 29.99) in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
 Original Californian Orange Skunk  
Origin: California 
Type: F1 hybrid 
Composition: 35% sativa, 65% indica 
Flowering-Time: 8-10 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: A strong and healthy plant 
Smell/Taste: Sweet with a high THC content 
Height: Medium 
Yield: 200-500 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 15 October 
Euro 18,00 (£ 11.99) in stock.) 
_________________________________________________________  
 Super Thai x Skunk  
Composition: 75% sativa, 25% indica 
Flowering-Time: 9-12 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: A tall, slender and slim plant 
Smell/Taste: A surprising high up! 
Height: Tall 
Yield: 200-500 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 15 October 
Origin: Thailand and California 
Type: F1 hybrid 
Euro 12,00  £8.99   $13.00    in stock.                            
_________________________________________________________ 
Afghani Hindu Kush  
Origin: Afghanistan 
Type: F1 hybrid 
Composition: 80% indica, 20% sativa 
Flowering-Time: 8-12 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: Strong buds with a lot of resin and the smell of sweet hashish 
Smell/Taste: Sweet hashish 
Height: Small 
Yield: A reasonable 200-500 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 20 October 
Euro 18,00 (£ 11.99) in stock.



_________________________________________________________ 
 Four Way Specials  
Origin: Laos, California, Thailand and Holland 
Type: Hybrid 
Composition: 80% sativa, 20% indica 
Flowering-Time: 8-12 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: The Four Way Specials has delicious smelling buds 
Smell/Taste: Sweet, balanced taste and high 
Height: Tall 
Yield: Up to 200-600 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 20 October 
Notes: Superb quality 
Euro 18,00 (£ 11.99) in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
   Skunk 3 x a2  
Origin: Holland 
Composition: Homoguenous 
Flowering-Time: 8-10 weeks 
Environment: fit for indoor, outdoor and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: short, bushy plant 
Smell/Taste: simply fantastic! 
Height: short 
Yield: very good 
Harvest-Time: 1-15 October 
Euro 27,00 (£ 16.99)in stock.
_________________________________________________________  
Swazi x Skunk  
Origin: Swaziland and California 
Type: F1 hybrid 
Composition: 87.5% sativa, 12.5% indica 
Flowering-Time: 9-12 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: Few leaves, long buds 
Smell/Taste: Sweet plant with a hashish taste. A strong and good high 
Height: Medium 
Yield: 200-500 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 10 October 
Notes: Excellent qualities. The plants have a high resin content.
 Euro 14,00 (£ 8.99) in stock.              
_________________________________________________________ 
Original Hawaiian Maui Wowie Skunk.  
Origin: Hawaii 
Type: F1 hybrid 
Composition: 80% indica, 20% sativa 
Flowering-Time: 8-10 weeks 
Environment: Fit for inside, outside, and greenhouse cultivation 
Appearance: A very beautiful plant 
Smell/Taste: A strong 'hashy smelling plant with a lot of resin on the buds and 
leaves 
Height: Medium tall 
Yield: 200-500 gr. 
Harvest-Time: ± 15 October 
Euro 24,00 (£ 16.00)    in stock  
_________________________________________________________ 
 Outsider  
Origin: Holland 
Type: Finest outdoor quality 
Flowering-Time: 8-10 weeks indoor 
Environment: Outside/Indoor/greenhouse
Height: 0.75 cm - 1.75 m 
Yield: very high. 
Taste: sticky and 'hashee' 
Harvest-Time: ca. 15 October 
Notes: Winner of the 1997 Highlife Cup! Category: Outdoor 
 11 seeds   Euro 34,00 £24.00   $ 38.00 in stock.          
_________________________________________________________ 
Blue Berries
Powerful Indica with a fresh aroma and a fruity taste. The tips are often a 
purple-blue colour and are very striking during the harvesting period. This 
strong hybrid has an extremely high yield. 
Flowering time: 7-9 weeks. 
Height: 180 cm. 
Yield: up to 500 g. 
Originates from: Holland 
Euro 74,00 (£ 48,94)  in stock            
_________________________________________________________ 

Hollands Hope 
Hollands Hope was developed in the eighties and is still one of the best 
varieties for outdoor cultivation. An Indica that is resistant to fungus and that 
provides a very strong high.
Flowering time: 7 - 8 weeks.
Height: 190 cm.
Yield: 300 g.
Originates from: Holland
Euro 40,00 (£ 26,45)  in stock   
_________________________________________________________ 
Jack Herer
These world-famous seeds are a must for every serious grower. A multiple cup 
winner that is excellently suited to indoor cultivation. Irresistibly good weed
Flowering time: 8 – 10 weeks.
Height: 160 cm.
Yield: more than 400 g.
Originates from: Holland
Euro 100,00 (£ 66,13)   in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
Master Kush
Master Kush is a combination of two different Afghanistan varieties with a 
highly characteristic aroma and flavour. It is a very pleasant and mild Indica.
Flowering time: 7 – 8 weeks.
Height: 140 cm.
Yield: > 300 g.
Originates from: Afghanistan
Euro 26,00 (£ 17,19)  in stock    
______________________________________________________________ 
Neville's Haze
Everyone is in agreement that this is one of the strongest Haze varieties. A 
strong and sticky Sativa plant with the most incredible high that one could 
imagine.
Flowering time: 7 – 9 weeks.
Height: 180 cm.
Yield: up to 500 g.
Originates from: Holland
Euro 119,00 (£ 78,70) in stock  
_________________________________________________________ 
Olé 47
Olé 47 was discovered in the seventies. This well known variety has a 
particular reputation for its very strong high. It gives a reasonable yield and 
has a surprisingly mild taste.
Flowering time: 7 – 8 weeks.
Height: 140 cm.
Yield: more than 250 g.
Originates from: Afghanistan
Euro 62,00 (£ 41,00) in stock.                
_________________________________________________________ 
Sensi Star
This was the absolute winner of the Highlife Cup and High Times Cup in 1999. 
A resin-rich Indica with a distinctive and delightful aroma. Simply one of the 
finest cannabis varieties.
Flowering time: 7 – 8 weeks.
Height: 170 cm.
Yield: 350 g.
Originates from: Holland
Euro 74,00 (£ 48,94)  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
 White Widow
The exact composition of this Indica-Sativa-hybrid is one of the best kept 
secrets. Extremely high quality plant with a fruity taste that provides a very 
strong high.  Winner of the Highlife Cup and High Times Cannabis Cup.
Flowering time: 8 – 9 weeks.
Height: 160 cm 
Yield: 300 g.
Originates from: Holland 
Euro 42,00 (£ 27,78)  in stock. 

Sagarmartha Seeds
The Sativa Seedbank is a new seedbank founded in cooperation with Nirvana 
©.The breeders from Nirvana © developed new strains next to the already 
existing ones, exclusively sold by The Sativa Seedbank.The breeders gained a 
knowledge after 20 years of experimenting, crossing and stabilizing of 
cannabis seeds .Thats why the quality of the seeds is very high.The Sativa 
Seedbank is specialized in sativa strains, that means that we developed the 
seeds that will give a plant with the true sativa high.             
_________________________________________________________  
strain: Indigo



Indigo is a strong plant but a slow starter. Be patient as the seeds take longer 
than normal to sprout. Don`t vegetate too long because this plant streches 
during flowering.
The buds have a sweet smell and red brown hairs.
The up funky high gives a very happy experience.
Flowering time: 63-70 days    
Inside cultivation
Sativa/Indica
Yield: 450 grams per m2
Sea of green
10 seeds  £18.00   $ 25  in stock  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : white lady.  
White lady is a compact plant with an abundance of crystals. Few leaves 
makes this plant easy to manicure. With a fresh taste and an extremely high 
level of thc this strain is popular among growers and blowers.
Flowering time 55-60 days
Inside cultivation
Sativa/Indica mix
Yield: app.400 grams per square meter   
10 seeds  £18.00   $25  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain. : Haze
This plant originally came from California. It is a pure sativa plant that flowers 
long. The plant has thin gold bronze coloured buds. The yield is a bit low but 
the almost psycadelic high is very unique. A special treat for the connoisseur.
Flowering time 70-85 days
Inside cultivation
Sativa
Yield: 500 gram per m2 
10 seeds £ 24.00   $35   in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
Strain: cannabis sativa slang.
An updated version of early girl, this strain grows easily and doesn`t require 
much attention. The plant grows tall with big leaves. The buds are covered 
with cristals and have a fresh, fruity smell.
Flowering time: 56-64 days
Outside cultivation
Sativa
Yield: Appr. 400 till 800 grams per plant.
 harvest .- Ending half/end of october

10 seeds £ 20.00  $30    in stock  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:full moon.
This plant can reach a height of 2 to 3 meters and has a strong stone. It has a 
strong taste and a sweet smell. The buds can become 50 to 80 centimeters 
long and are very sticky. Beautiful bushy buds with large dark green leaves.
Flowering time: 56-64 days
Outside cultivation
Sativa/Indica mix
Yield: 1 till 1 ½ kilo per plant is possible.
Harvest  ending half/end of october
10 seeds £ 18.00   $28   out of  stock
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: pakalolo.
This long, thin plant has a stong active high.  A sweet and herbal taste makes 
this a refreshing smoke. The ancestors came from Maui (Hawaii) and were 
crossed in Holland with the skunk nr.1.
Flowering time 56-64 days
Outside cultivation
Sativa
Yield: 400 gr. M2
Harvest: ending beginnig/half of october
10 seeds £ 18.00 $25  in stock
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:mixed sativa.
This mix of sativa strains produces a wide variety of plants. Different sizes and 
colours are possible but they will all give a true sativa high. Pleasant to smoke 
that will not give you couchlock.
Flowering time: - days
Inside and outside cultivation
Sativa
Yield: 400 gr. M2
Harvest - flowering time inside 80 days outside ending the end of october/ 
beginning of november
10 seeds   £18.00   $25  in stock  
______________________________________________________________ 
strain : Paia  hawiaiiana.

This plant originated in Hawaii.  The seeds were brought to Holland in the 
beginning of the `eighties and were stabilized. The original aloha taste is still 
preserved. The clear high, makes you feel like it is a pleasant tropical day in 
paradise.
Flowering time: 56-64 days
Inside and outside cultivation
Sativa
Yield: indoors:450 grams per square meter.
Outdoors: 850 grams per plant.
 Harvest: - ending half/end of october
10 seeds £ 25.00 $ 38  in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
strain :sativa Mexicana .
This is a pure sativa plant from Mexico. Nice thin buds grow all the way from 
the internodes to the top.  The sticky buds have golden brown hairs.
This plant is covered with crystals and delivers a strong high.  
Flowering time: 56-64 days
Inside and outside cultivation
Harvest: Ending beginning/half of october
Sativa
Yield: indoors: 500 grams per square meter.
Outdoors: up to 1 kilo per plant!
10 seeds  £ 20.00   $30  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: sweet sativa special.
The sativa is dominant in this strain. The ancestors are original from South 
East Asia. This is a commercial plant that produces very well and is easy to 
grow. Big hard buds are covered with crystals and have a sweet soft herbal 
aroma. They will reach a height of one to one and a half meters.
Flowering time 50-60 days
Inside and outside cultivation
Harvest:.- Ending beginning/half of october
Sativa/Indica mix
Yield: indoors : 400 grams per square meter.
Outdoors: 800 grams per plant is possible. 
10 seeds  £18.00    $25   in stock.    
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:  Eldorado.
100 % Feminised
This female plant has long thin buds and small leaves. A large yield is 
common with this strain. The buds produce a strong, long lasting stone.
 Flowering time:63-70 days
Inside cultivation
Sativa/Indica mix
Yield: 550 gr. M2
10 seeds feminized  £ £45.00   $70  in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : Day dream.
100 % Feminised
A lovely fresh high, ideal for in the daytime. Not to strong so it is a perfect 
snack. The plant becomes medium high and has a sweet and herbal taste and 
smell. 
Flowering time: 56-65 Days
Inside and outside cultivation
Sativa/Indica mix
Yield: 400 gr. M2
Harvest: *(100% female) – ending half/end of october
10 seeds £48.00   $70  in stock. 

Sativa Seed Bank
The Sativa Seedbank is a new seedbank founded in cooperation with Nirvana 
©.The breeders from Nirvana © developed new strains next to the already 
existing ones, exclusively sold by The Sativa Seedbank.The breeders gained a 
knowledge after 20 years of experimenting, crossing and stabilizing of 
cannabis seeds .Thats why the quality of the seeds is very high.The Sativa 
Seedbank is specialized in sativa strains, that means that we developed the 
seeds that will give a plant with the true sativa high.             
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: Indigo
Indigo is a strong plant but a slow starter. Be patient as the seeds take longer 
than normal to sprout. Don`t vegetate too long because this plant streches 
during flowering. The buds have a sweet smell and red brown hairs. The up 
funky high gives a very happy experience.
Flowering time: 63-70 days    
Inside cultivation
Sativa/Indica
Yield: 450 grams per m2
Sea of green
10 seeds  £18.00   $ 25  in stock  



_________________________________________________________ 
strain : white lady.  
White lady is a compact plant with an abundance of crystals. Few leaves 
makes this plant easy to manicure. With a fresh taste and an extremely high 
level of thc this strain is popular among growers and blowers.
Flowering time 55-60 days
Inside cultivation
Sativa/Indica mix
Yield: app.400 grams per square meter   
10 seeds  £18.00   $25  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
 strain. : Haze
This plant originally came from California.  It is a pure sativa plant that flowers 
long. The plant has thin gold bronze coloured buds. The yield is a bit low but 
the almost psycadelic high is very unique. A special treat for the connoisseur.
Flowering time 70-85 days
Inside cultivation
Sativa
Yield: 500 gram per m2 
10 seeds £ 24.00   $35   in stock.  
______________________________________________________________ 
Strain: cannabis sativa slang.
An updated version of early girl, this strain grows easily and doesn`t require 
much attention. The plant grows tall with big leaves. The buds are covered 
with cristals and have a fresh, fruity smell.  
Flowering time: 56-64 days
Outside cultivation
Sativa
Yield: Appr. 400 till 800 grams per plant.
harvest .- Ending half/end of october
10 seeds £ 20.00  $30    in stock  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:full moon.
This plant can reach a height of 2 to 3 meters and has a strong stone. It has a 
strong taste and a sweet smell. The buds can become 50 to 80 centimeters 
long and are very sticky. Beautiful bushy buds with large dark green leaves.
Flowering time: 56-64 days
Outside cultivation
Sativa/Indica mix
Yield: 1 till 1 ½ kilo per plant is possible.
Harvest  ending half/end of october
10 seeds £ 18.00   $28   out of  stock
_________________________________________________________  
 strain: pakalolo.
This long, thin plant has a stong active high.  A sweet and herbal taste makes 
this a refreshing smoke. The ancestors came from Maui (Hawaii) and were 
crossed in Holland with the skunk nr.1. 
Flowering time 56-64 days
Outside cultivation
Sativa
Yield: 400 gr. M2
Harvest: ending beginnig/half of october
10 seeds £ 18.00 $25  in stock
_________________________________________________________ 
strain:mixed sativa.
This mix of sativa strains produces a wide variety of plants. Different sizes and 
colours are possible but they will all give a true sativa high. Pleasant to smoke 
that will not give you couchlock.
Flowering time: - days
Inside and outside cultivation
Sativa
Yield: 400 gr. M2
Harvest - flowering time inside 80 days outside ending the end of october/ 
beginning of november
10 seeds   £18.00   $25  in stock  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : Paia  hawiaiiana.
This plant originated in Hawaii. The seeds were brought to Holland in the 
beginning of the `eighties and were stabilized. The original aloha taste is still 
preserved. The clear high, makes you feel like it is a pleasant tropical day in 
paradise. 
Flowering time: 56-64 days
Inside and outside cultivation
Sativa
Yield: indoors:450 grams per square meter.
Outdoors: 850 grams per plant.
 Harvest: - ending half/end of october
10 seeds £ 25.00 $ 38  in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
strain :sativa Mexicana .

This is a pure sativa plant from Mexico. Nice thin buds grow all the way from 
the internodes to the top.  The sticky buds have golden brown hairs. This plant 
is covered with crystals and delivers a strong high.  
Flowering time: 56-64 days
Inside and outside cultivation
Harvest: Ending beginning/half of october
Sativa
Yield: indoors: 500 grams per square meter.
Outdoors: up to 1 kilo per plant!
10 seeds  £ 20.00   $30  in stock.  
_________________________________________________________ 
strain: sweet sativa special.
 The sativa is dominant in this strain. The ancestors are original from South 
East Asia. This is a commercial plant that produces very well and is easy to 
grow. Big hard buds are covered with crystals and have a sweet soft herbal 
aroma. They will reach a height of one to one and a half meters.
Flowering time 50-60 days
Inside and outside cultivation
Harvest:.- Ending beginning/half of october
Sativa/Indica mix
Yield: indoors : 400 grams per square meter.
Outdoors: 800 grams per plant is possible. 
10 seeds  £18.00    $25   in stock.    
________________________________________________________  
strain:  Eldorado.
100 % Feminised
This female plant has long thin buds and small leaves. A large yield is 
common with this strain. The buds produce a strong, long lasting stone.
 Flowering time:63-70 days
Inside cultivation
Sativa/Indica mix
Yield: 550 gr. M2
10 seeds feminized  £ £45.00   $70  in stock.
_________________________________________________________ 
strain : Day dream.
100 % Feminised
A lovely fresh high, ideal for in the daytime. Not to strong so it is a perfect 
snack. The plant becomes medium high and has a sweet and herbal taste and 
smell.
Flowering time: 56-65 Days
Inside and outside cultivation
Sativa/Indica mix
Yield: 400 gr. M2
 Harvest: *(100% female) – ending half/end of october
10 seeds £48.00   $70  in stock. 
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